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For Peggy L.
My friend, confidant, doctor,
roommate, and drinking buddy
(not necessarily in that order).
Since it may be a bit of a wait
before I write and publish The
Great American Novel, I am
dedicating this book to you , the
one who listened to all my sighs
and complaints while the
yearbook was being done.
But keep holding out for the
bestseller . . .

DAVE LABIANCA

A Brief Explanation

I

f I were to start th is fable with
such an overused and mundane phrase as " once upon a
time," you'd probably wrinkle up
your nose in a rabbit-like scowl,
shake your head in disgust, and
do nothing but look at all of the
pretty pictures. But we're all college students (or grads), right?
After sixteen or so (you know
who you are) years of solid education , it is hoped that you
would do more than simply
search for a few familiar faces
among the thousands. Of
course, with such a ridiculous
beginning, I could not blame
anyone out there who snickered
and turned the page without
reading this page . Personally, I
think " once upon a time " lost its
effectiveness after Snow White
lost her virtue while living " happily ever after" (quite the
euphemism) with Prince Charming.
Now Charles Dickens knew
how to catch a reader's attention. " I am born. " Simple. Clear.
To the point.
And Webster, with his sequential thinking , began with the A 's

and went right on through until
he came to "zymurgy."
So who am I to challenge the
greats? I just happened to be sitting around the yearbook office
one afternoon making cute
characters out of the dates on
my desk calendar when someone suggested a fairy tale would
be a great thing to include on
the divider pages of the book.
Needing a juvenile mind to write
the story, they searched for the
most infantile person of the
group. Fingers pointed in my direction . I pulled the teething ring
from my mouth and, in a rather
suave tone , I queried, " huh?"
A pack of Cheshire cats
pounced on me with pen and
paper, asking only that I come
up with something great. So,
here I am, pecking away at the
typewriter keys with the blazing
speed of a one-legged centipede. Well then, without
further ado , I shall begin. Forgive me, Brothers Grimm , for I
know not what I do . . .
Sue Movsesian

KAREN BROWN
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R

ex was troubled from the day he was
born. His parents were concerned with
their odd offspring and feared that he would
always be different from the others. Rex
preferred to call himself " unique."
He was , by the way , a worm . And I don 't
mean that in a derogatory sense. He was
anatomically, physiologically, and
genetically a worm.
Rex spent his childhood squirming
through apples that fell in the orchard
where he lived . His brothers and sisters
plunged into the juicy red fruit with shouts
of glee and voracious appetites.
Unfortunately, Rex cared little for the taste
of rotten apples and got nothing but a
stomach ache from this type of play.
What he really wanted to do was pass the
time reading . He spent every possible
moment poring over stacks of books that
had been discarded by the family that
owned the orchard . He particularly liked the
24-volume set of encyclopedias, lacking
only the one from La to Li. But no matter. He
was quite content devouring , in a manner of
speaking, the remainder of the information
in these volumes.
His mother and father were aware of their
son 's dislike for working in the orchard , but
they also knew that he must find some sort
of job to fit in with the rest of the worms.
One day, Rex 's father came home to find
his son thumbing through a back issue of
Square Dance Quarterly. He snatched the
magazine from his hands and said in his
typically husky voice, " enough of this
reading , Rex . You should be doing
something worth while . You can 't get by in
this world by burying your head in a stack of
books day after day. "
" Why not? " asked Rex , his hand slowly
reaching to grasp another magazine ,
Nursing Annual.
8

" It's just not done ," his father replied ,
slapping Rex 's hand as he reached the
magazine. "Now I have managed to get you
a job in Bucky Warner's tailor shop
downtown. He needs a new inchworm. The
last one was swept up by the custodian
when he was working late."
The next day , Rex reported for work . Old
Bucky Warner was a jolly man , with a large
belly and brown teeth . He immediately set
Rex to measuring a pair of pants.
Unfortunately, as the two of them soon
found out, Rex was only seven-eighths of an
inch, fully stretched out.
" Sorry about this, little fella ," said Bucky,
rubbing a nobby hand over his bulging
belly, "but I am gonna to have to let you go . I
just ain 't got a mind for figures and I need a
good, reliable inchworm to keep me
straight. "
He patted Rex on the head and sent him
on his way. But it was just as well , as far as
Rex was concerned . Without a job , he would
have more time for his books . His parents, of
course , were distressed at the news.
" I give up ," shouted his father. " What are
we going to do with you , young man? You
hate apples and you can 't do tailoring . I just
give up."
" Now, dear," interrupted the mother,
" don 't be so harsh with the boy. He 's
trying ."
They argued back and forth for hours. His
father kept shouting " bum " and his mother
pleaded for patience. Rex picked up a copy
of Astrologer's Weekly and read , oblivious
to the screams of his father . When they
finally stopped and looked at their son, Rex
calmly announced , " I am going to be a
bookworm. "
This declaration brought on more
arguing. His father continued to yell and
curse , " bum ." His mother wept, as she

usually did in these situations. Rex picked
up the third volume of the encyclopedia and
began reading.
The next morning bright and early, Rex
packed up a few of his favorite books and a
change of underwear and set out to become
a bookworm. There was one problem.
Where should he go? No one had ever told
how to go about finding a position as a
bookworm. So he just walked along the
road, hoping for guidance.
He passed an earthworm tilling the soil by
the road and asked , " where does one go if
one wishes to become a bookworm? "
" Beg pardon, did yuh say bookworm?
Ain 't much call fuh them nowdays. "
" No sir," replied Rex , more loudly. "I said
'bookworm .' I want to be a bookworm ."
" Hmmm ," he said , stroking his chin .
" Well, yuh might try the university. Ayuh ,
probly the best bet. Must have enough
books theah to keep a body busy."
" And how do I get there? " asked Rex.
" Well ," pondered the old earthworm .
" Can 't get theah from heah. Don ' think so .
' Less of course yuh don ' mind crossin ' the
highway theah. "
They both looked over at the highway with
the cars whizzing past. Rex watched for a
moment, thanked the worm , and headed
out. When he reached the edge of the road ,
he pulled a book from his suitcase and
flipped through the pages .
" Just as I thought ," he said , shutting the
book and replacing it in his valise, " If I
combine these two equations , then
differentiate the variable in this case, I may
come up with a feasible solution to this
dilemma ." He took some measurements on
the road , then pulled a stopwatch from his
pocket and jotted down some figures . From
his suitcase , he took a slide rule and made
some quick calculations. Satisfied with the

results , he scurried across the road, barely
missing the oncoming traffic . He gathered
up his belongings and dashed down the hill,
or perhaps tripped would be a better word,
never having been known by his peers for
his steady footing. When he picked himself
up , he found he was directly in front of a
large blue sign that said, " THE UNIVERSITY
OF NEW HAMPSHIRE."
" Capital, " he squealed . " At last, I have
made it. I can finally become a bookworm. "
He headed through a mass of gas
stations , up over a small hill that to a small
worm seemed immense, and ended up on
Main Street in Durham. He wriggled his way
down the street, avoiding the heavy boots of
a passing student on his way home with a
case of beer. In front of the Community
Market, three young people were enjoying
yogurt, granola bars, and the warm
afternoon sun. Rex continued on his way
until he ran into a caterpillar.
" Excuse me, " said Rex, " could you be so
kind as to tell me where one would go if one
wished to become a bookworm?"
"Are you crazy? " replied the fuzzy little
caterpillar. " This is UNH, buddy. What do
you expect to find here? I think you want
Harvard or Yale or something like that."
"Oh," sighed Rex, looking very dejected .
" I have come so far hoping to find a job as a
bookworm. Are these places near by?"
"Hardly," snorted the caterpillar. " Well, if
your heart is really set on it , I suppose you
could try over at the library . You might find
someone over there who can help you. "
The caterpillar pointed up the street, past
an ivy-covered building. Rex thanked him
and went on his way. The catepillar watched
the little fellow for a moment, then shook his
head , " a bookworm. Jeez , that's all this
town needs."
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R

ex squirmed under the door of the
library. He looked in front of him and
saw miles and miles of hideous stripes.
making him rather dizzy. He hurried over to
one side to avoid some oncoming feet. As
he did so, he bumped into another worm,
knocking the other fellow to the floor and
sending his glasses flying.
"Oh excuse me. I'm so sprry," said Rex,
helping the other worm to his feet. "Well,
hello there. Perhaps you could help me out.
You look like an intelligent young fellow. I
am looking for a position as a bookworm.
Could you tell me how to go about it?"
"Oh, Lord!" moaned the worm. "Have you
come to the wrong place! I can't take it any
more. These kids will drive you to drink."
"I beg your pardon!" said Rex, a bit
confused at this response.
"Listen, bookworms are about as
welcome here as a bad case of
hemorrhoid s.''
"Not a very pleasant thought," squirmed
Rex. "But how do you know this?"
"First hand knowledge, kiddo. I've been
on the circuit for ten years now. I've worked
every big state school in New England and I
have never come across a mess like this. If
you're looking for a job, you can have mine.
I'm going somewhere easy, like Walpole
State Prison."
He waved his hand in the air and rushed

out the door in a frenzy, leaving Rex in a
cloud of confusion.
" Well," he said to himself, "if I am to
become a bookworm, it appears that I shall
have to do it myself. "
He headed for the stacks, in search of
something to catch his interest,.wh ich didn't
take long because he found a young man
dozing on a pile of books in a carrel by the
literature section. He climbed up on the
book and lightly tapped the student on the
shoulder. The young man awoke suddenly,
looking around for the hand that touched
him. Then he saw the little green worm,
sitting on the page in front of him . He was
about to flick the tiny creature away and
resume his nap when Rex waved his arms
and yelled, "no, stop , please STOP!"
The young man, startled, jerked his head
back, then looked closer at the worm in
front of him. "Naw, must be the No-Doz," he
said, shaking the sleep from his head. He
put his head back down on the book to
catch up on some more sleep and Rex
whispered in his ear, "shouldn't you be
looking at this book? Or do you expect to
learn Shakespeare through osmosis?"
Once again, the student's head jerked up
and searched for the owner of this tiny
voice. His eyes once more fell upon Rex,
now standing in the middle of the page with
his hands placed firmly on his hips and

shaking his head.
"This is no way to learn Shakespea re," he
scolded .
The young man rubbed his eyes and
focused on Rex. "Who . . . what are you?"
he asked, still confused.
"I, said Rex proudly, "am a bookworm.
That is, to be honest, I hope to become a
bookworm with your help."
"Oh yeah," answered the student, " then
for my first wish, I want .. . "
"Excuse me, sir," said Rex, politely, "but I
am a bookworm, not a genie. I cannot grant
you wishes. All I can give you is knowledge
and wisdom, the power to discern between
fact and fiction, the desire to seek out
information and devour it. I can give you an
education, a journey into the magic
kingdom of literature , the domain of
books."
"But," replied the young student, "can
you get me a case of Heineken? Or Mary
Jean Wilcox? Or a pound of Columbian ?
"No," said Rex, disappointe d with his
attitude, "but I can get you an 'A' on your
Shakespeare exam."
"That's good enough," said Jack, the
young student, and the two began to
analyze Hamlet, line by line.
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Invasion of- the Soul Snatchers
By Dana Jennings

U

NH is under siege by an invasion of soul snatchers (SS).
The SS come in assorted and
sordid guises - Moonies, Children of God, Jehovah's Witnesses, and Campus Crusaders.
They all carry the banner of God
--,- they say - not to mention
such holy items as: tracts,
T-shirts, pamphlets, records,
flowers, candy, books, photos of
Oral Roberts, comic books,
bumper stickers, plants, Pat
Boone autographs, and an occasional Bible.
One stark, winter day the soul
snatchers came for me.
The hard wind whipped the
falling snow into small, white
tornadoes. It was a day fit for
neither man nor beast, I thought,
44

as I saw two men dressed in
black trek across the snowdrifted parking lot. Heads bowed
and backs bent, they forged into
the stiff wind looking like escapees from a Russian prison
camp navigating the vast Siberian waste.
As fate would have it, ' 'Sympathy for the Devil" blared from the
stereo when the soul snatchers
knocked at my door. I, of course,
wore my " Nuke Jesus" sweatshirt.
The tableau was straight out of
one of those little, snow-scene
paperweights that little kids
shake when they get bored. The
soul snatchers stood stoic,
steel-eyed and laconic on the
porch amid the drifted snow. I
don't know if it was their cold
stares or the bitter wind that
made goose-flesh rise on my
arms. I didn't invite them in.
"We want to save you." said
the senior soul collector, who
looked and sounded more like
Orson Welles than Welles himself. Flecks of pure, white snow
melted and disappeared into his
vast, black beard .
"From what?" I asked, not
feeling particularly clever.
Orson's partner babbled. " Can
you legislate away famine," he
shouted. " or pestilence or poverty or war?"
Now, here was a guy who had
his Four Horsemen of the
Apocalypse down pat. He was
younger than Orson, less dark. I
could've sworn I'd seen him the
night before on a Frosted MiniWheats commercial. Obviously,
he was an apprentice soul
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snatcher. Maybe he belonged to
the Junior Soul Collectors
League. Possibly he was an altered alter boy. Orson's icy stare
silenced him.
"We have a mission," said Orson, taking a heavy breath between every two words. "We are
emissaries of God and will not
be denfed. We want your soul.
We seek to save it."
He used a tone of voice similar
to, "We are hit men for Al
Capone and we want to take you
for a ride." I could see the note
sent home to my family - " Do
not worry, your son sleeps with
the angels."
"Look fellahs," I said. "You
don 't want my soul. Jeez, look at
this decadent sweatshirt I'm
wearing and hear that demon

rock and roll. I wouldn't be surprised if I was already one of Satan 's own. I mean, I'd wreak
havoc in your organization . . . "
I cowered in the doorway as
they moved forward . I think the
pupils of their eyes turned into
crucifuxes.
" . . . I read The Exorcist three
times and liked it. And I have all
of Black Sabbath 's records. You
don't want me."
I felt my soul curl up in my
chest like a little ball of phlegm
as Orson's white, hairy hand
touched my shoulder. He wore a
Billy Graham decoder ring. Mr.
Junior Soul Collector opened
the wicker picnic basket he carried.
"I BELONG TO A FRATERNITY," I screamed, falling to the

porch floor.
Orson's hand jerked away as if
snake-bitten. "What fraternity do
you belong to?" he asked, taking a breath between each word.
"Gamma Ray Epsilon."
A smile crossed Orson's
chapped lips and the snow lightened up a bit. "Why, I'm a GRE
man myself," he said, slipping
me the secret handshake.
"We're so sorry to disturb you,
but a lost soul is where you find
it. Of course, there are bonds
even deeper than the demands
of soul collecting."
And then Orson and his
sidekick disappeared into the
swirling snow and howling wind.
I walked into the house, put on
a Don Ho record and poured a
stiff glass of milk.
45
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he next morning, Jack walked into the
classroom in Hamilton-Smith Hall with
Rex in his breast pocket. They had spent the
entire night in the library, poring .over
Shakespeare's plays, with Rex periodically
interjecting biographical tidbits and critical
comments. Now, they were both prepared to
face Professor Hogan's examination.
The roly poly professor shuffled in, clutching a pack of Marlboros and a disposable
lighter (he was on his sixth Cricket by midterm) . He stood, or should I say hid, behind a
podium, his eyes dancing around the room,
looking everywhere but up. He was a nervous fellow with as many twitches in his
corpulent body as he had nerve endings.
But beneath this shaky Costello-like exterior
lurked a shaky, Costello-like character with
a flair for finding sexual imagery in every
Shakespearean work. Combining this common knowledge and the information crammed into his head by Rex, Jack felt prepared
to give the little professor an intellectual
masterpiece, peppered with references to
the sexuality of the works to keep the professor happy .
In front row, Betty the Brown Nose flipped
through the pages of Hamlet, underlining
more phrases with her highlighter. By the
door, Otis Perkins picked his teeth with the
corner of his blue book . Between the holes
in his jeans were scribbled quotations from
various works Professor Hogan had discussed in class and which were likely to be included on the exam , or so Otis hoped. It was
known among the other students that Otis
could cram an entire act on one thigh but
somehow this news had never reached the
ears of Hogan, which was really no surprise
because the little man never came within ten
feet of a student if he could help it. " Young
rowdies, " he called them.
When Jack looked at the exam in front of
him, a wave of relief came over him as he

recognized the first quotation on the page . It me, sir? Over here. " Rex waved at him, fiwas from the second act of THE TEMPEST. nally catching the man 's unsteady glance. "I
Jack scribbled down the information
just wanted to ask why you force such a
Hogan requested with literary eloquence he stilted view of the Shakespearean plays on
never knew he possessed. He identified the your students. Extremely sexual."
next three excerpts with the same flair and
Hogan looked closer at this small green
accuracy. Meanwhile, Otis was twisting in
thing poised on the edge of a smoldering
his seat, searching for some information
cigarette butt and the twitch below his left
scribbled somewhere on his torn pantleg.
eye became wilder. He rubbed his eyes and
Betty was making neat notations in the mar- took another puff of his cigarette .
gin of her exam sheet and flashing an occa"Why, you have managed to overlook the
sional smile at Hogan, who had already
true merits of a great playwright," Rex conmanaged to fill the ashtray by his podium
tinued, ignoring the strange behavior of the
with ashes and cigarette butts.
man. "These plays are classics, written cenWhile Jack was writing his answers, Rex turies before you even picked up a rattle and
was squirming about in his shirt pocket. He you have reduced them to the level of a
was becoming quite restless and so decided Harold Robbins novel. Cheap . Very cheap, I
to come out for some fresh air and to check dare say. "
up on Jack's progress. He crawled out and
Hogan focused, with his right eye twitchsat on the edge of the paper Jack was writing madly, on Rex. He looked around the
ing on .
room, searching for the prankster who had
"You forgot to cross your 't' here, Jack," put this toy on his blessed podium. His eyes
he noted, pointing to a word at the top of the met only those of Betty, who was flashing
page.
one of her smiles in his direction . He stood
"Thanks," Jack replied, somewhat anup quickly and shuffled to her desk. Snatchnoyed with the interruption .
ing her paper, he snapped, "come with me,
Rex scanned the page for errors and findMiss Oglemeyer."
ing none, meandered over to the I ist of quoConfused , she followed the furious little
tations to see what Hogan had prepared as man into the hallway whereupon he dean exam.
manded an explanation of such adolescent
" Freudian. Very Freudian, " muttered Rex, behavior. Her partonizing smile gone and
shaking his little green head in disgust.
her composure following right behind , Betty
" He's presenting you with a distorted view
tried , in vain, to reassure Professor Hogan
of these works . Sexual, Very sexual. "
of her respect for academia and the little
Jack just smiled and continued writing ,
man himself.
paying no attention as Rex scampered down
Rex, satisfied with having spoken his
the aisle, through a jungle of legs , and
mind , scuttled back to Jack 's desk and
crawled upon Hogan 's scuffed shoe. He
climbed to the safety of his pocket as Jack
waved his hand to catch the professor's at- completed the exam and checked for more
tention but to no avail. He climbed to the top grammatical errors. Finding it perfect , he
of the podium and sat on the edge of the
placed the paper on the empty podium and
ashtray where he was sure to catch the
walked out the door, past Otis who was still
portly man's attention .
searching for a quotation on his jeans.
"Pardon me, Professor Hogan. Excuse
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Greg Bacon: A Clown For All Season
By Sue Movesian

I

f personal energy ever bethere is still a clown. In fact , it is
came a marketable commod- sometimes difficult to determine
ity, Greg Bacon would be a
where the stage persona ends
dream-come-true for a Madison and Greg Bacon begins ; probaAvenue advertising firm . He
bly because they are one and the
never stops . Even when he is
same. Like most involved actors ,
sleeping, his feet are probably
he likes to immerse himself in
practicing a new dance routine the character he is portraying , in
order to be convincing enough
and his head in concocting a
comic scenario.
when the stage lights come on .
" You 've got to like a characGreg's face is a familiar one
around the UNH campus, at least ter. Jack Lemmon said it on The
for theater-goers . For the past
Johnny Carson Show and it's
four years, he has been clownvery true. You want to know
ing around in various theater
more about the character and
productions, ranging from a
anything he does so you can unplace in the chorus of Pippin to derstand him and so you can
portray him to someone else so
one of the leads in Thornton
Wilder's The Matchmaker.
that he will understand it, " says
But when the clown takes off Greg, who was born on April
Fool 's Day twenty-two years ago .
the make-up , contrary to the
melancholy Pagliacci character, Ironic.
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He has a charismatic energy.
Or perhaps that should be
energetic charisma . Nevertheless, his boyish charm, quick wit,
and good looks make him a natural for the stage. And he has a
knack for scrambling, stumbling , tripping , and sliding around
the stage with Lou Costello
finesse.
But where does he get this
comedic talent? Four years of
classes in Theater? Observing
his fellow comedians?
He stirs his Bloody Mary with a
celery stalk, gulps some down,
and ponders a moment before
responding .
"You can do it but it has to be
innate, " says Greg, who admits
to being influenced strongly by
comic actor Walter Matthau.
"You can learn but there still has
to be something underneath. It 's
like, if I close the door at this
time, it will be funny. "
Greg 's theatrical talent may be
" innate " but it is certainly not
genetic . He is the middle of five
children and, although neither
of his parents has been in the
performing arts , each of the
Bacon children has. Greg 's oldest brother, Paul, a graduate of
UNH, works at the Palace Theater in Manchester. The next
son, Chris, appeared on the
stage only once and broke out in
hives, thus ending his performing career. Mike is one year

younger than Greg and " the only
one in the family who can sing. "
Beth, the only girl, is a student at
UNH and was in this year's Children's Theater production of
Normal, the No-Not Prince.
Greg, who grew up in Peterborough, New Hampshire, was
first drawn to the stage via
brother Paul, who was performing in a sixth-grade production
of The Mouse That Roared.
"From then on, I wanted to do
stuff on the stage, " says Greg,
who has played (and feels uncomfortable doing so) few serious parts. In high school, he
played in Music Man, Carnival,
and Guys and Dolls, a role he
also played during his freshman
year at UNH .
. Greg is, of course, a Theater
major, and somehow he has
managed to make it through college in four years, a rare feat
among students in the Theater
department. The reason may be ,
in part, because of his roomates:
Stephanie Patrick, Sue Crimp,
and Mark Merrifield .
" We all help each other, " says
Stephanie, another senior Theater major who already has a
degree in Animal Science .
The four of them share an
apartment on the lower floor of
an old red house on Belknap
Street in Dover. They have plans
to write a play about their life together, which Stephanie describes as totally " platonic ."
They have unanimously decided
on the title, which will be simply,
" Eight Belknap ."
" It's going to be a sitcom,

clutter like a magnet. "
even better than Archie
Collectively, they direct me to
Bunker, " says Stephanie, a short
take
a look at the bedroom
blonde who equals Greg in the
which
Greg and Mark share at
adrenalin department.
the
end
of the hallway. The far
" Given half the chance, we ' re
side
of
the
room is tidy. The bed
somewhat like the Beverly Hillhas
been
made
and a pile of
billies," adds Mark, a tall (very
schoolbooks
sits
neatly at the
tall) History student who would
look right at home on a football end . The other side is quite a different story. The bed looks as
field. In fact, in what acting he
though a troop of rambunctious
has done, he has understandaCub Scouts has been camping
bly been type-cast as a dragon
there. At the foot, a shopping
and a giant. His performing at
cart is overflowing with strewn
UNH has been limited and, as
laundry.
with the other three roomates,
The only symmetry in the
the best performances are at
room is a matching set of John
home.
Belushi posters on opposite
"We perform here all the
time, " says Mark, chuckling with walls. Each brought one home
as a gift for the other. They also
the others.
With this remark, the four start cover up some "little holes on
the walls. "
relating examples of idiosynGreg waves his arm over at
crasies, quirks, odd behavior,
Mark's portion of the unclutand plain old "weirding out."
Stephanie describes the day she tered space, comparing it to the
nitpicky sterility of a motel room.
found Greg doing ballet exer" Mark's side of the room looks
cises in the bathtub with a
showercap on . He , in turn, reveals Stephanie 's fascination with
balloon animals and reminds
Mark of the day he made a fleet
of paper airplanes with "little
swastikas on them" and shot his
creations all over the apartment.
Greg and Mark, both bartenders at the Ramada Inn in Dover,
have been roommates for three
years, some sort of miracle since
they are the epitome of an odd
couple.
" Felix Ungar . . . " says Sue,
an attractive blonde, pointing at
Mark , and then shooting a
scornful look at Greg, "and
Oscar Madison . This guy attracts

like the Holiday Inn, " grins Greg.
This somewhat jumbled lifestyle reflects Greg 's personal philosophy that his own life needs
constant spicing . " I get very
bored with everything I do so I
try to figure out different ways to
do things, to keep my own interest up. That's what keep your
energy going ."
This notion includes wearing a
pinwheel on his head during a
performance of Pippin. It didn't
raise any eyebrows but gave his
character the "Bacon" touch.
There are those who would say
that this behavior is the mark of
a true attention-getter, or, in the
language of the theater, a ham .
Greg doesn 't deny it, but he admits there are right and wrong
methods of "hamming."
" You have to know when to
use it, to be able to control what
you are doing. I can't be out of
context with the show. It's like
people who don't listen to you.
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They ' re talking to the audience
all the time. "
The " ham " is especially useful
in children 's theater, says Greg,
who prefers the adult audience
to a crowd of restless children .
''The reactions are twice as
slapstick and loud (in children 's
productions). There 's a lot of
shtick. I did a variety of it in Pippin because Pippin reminded
me of children 's theater." Greg
takes another gulp of his
quickly-disappearing Bloody
Mary. "The Matchmaker was
more realistic, more honest. "
Regard less of the age of the
spectators , Greg knows " you
can 't be phony because, no matter whether it's children or
adults, they can see through it.
The only difference is that kids
will say something! "
Greg 's interest in the theater
does not stop at onstage performing. In January, he produced the Undergraduate Prize
Productions as his senior
project. Rather than worrying
over cues and remembering
lines , he fussed over balancing
the budget and organizing his
fellow actors .
" There 's always something
people can do. The hard part is
finding out what that is and making them want to work, " he says .
Greg must have do ing some-

thing right then because the
theater sold out for the production. " That was my reward ," he
beams.
After he graduates in May, he
plans on heading for
Washington, D.C. with Mark.
They have a friend already working down there who is hunting
up an apartment for them .
What about New York City and
the lights of Broadway? Well ,
that will come "eventually." First
and foremost , he wants to have
some time to himself, after a
grueling four years of studying
and performing , to do what he
wants.
" I would love to go into the
Library of Congress and just
read . I love to have time to myself."
Television has an appeal for
him and Greg jokingly admits
that " I have aspirations of owning my own network. " Then
again , maybe he is serious .
But the live audience is an
even stronger magnet and
sooner or later, Greg Bacon will
be back to performing in the
theater. " Every night is different.
You learn things on the stage ."
He smiles, drinks down the last
of his Bloody Mary, and adds,
" I'll always go back to the
stage ."
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Martha Hastay: Living in the Big House
By Martha Hastay
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t was fall of 1978, the
beginning of my senior year,
and, like every other returning
UNH student, I was busy
greeting old friends and catching
up on the news of the summer.
" Hey, Martha, are you still in
Stoke?"
" Nope, not this year."
"Well, where are you living? "
" Main Street."
" Oh , yeah? Where abouts? "
" 74 Main Street. "
" Hmmm. Where is that near? "
" I live at the Mills House. "
"Mills House? A minidorm? "
" President Mills' house."
"WHAT? "
And so began the
conversations about my new
residence. Most people thought I
was kidding ; in fact , one girl
refused to believe me even when
I showed her my key to the
house and pointed to my car
parked in the yard. But once I
had them convinced it was true,
the next question was "how did
you arrange that? "
During my freshman year, my
friend, Gary, and I decided we
wanted to meet the President of

UNH, mainly to see if he was a
real person! Today, we still
argue about whose idea it was.
We wrote the Mills' a letter and
invited them out to dinner, and
lo and behold , they accepted.
After a dinner at Pier II (we paid)
and a visit back at the house ,
Gary and I were in full agreement
that the Mills were great people.
· And so began a friendship which
over the next three years would
continue to grow.
At the end of my junior year, I
was at the house on one of my
frequent visits, and they said that
if I wanted to live with them my
senior year, I would be more
than welcome. So, here I am living here because of a personal
relationship . And no, there was
no ad for a room available ; no,
they don 't have a student living
here every year; and no, I don 't
cook, clean, or babysit!
My friends quickly found they
were most welcome and they
never hesitated to call or visit.
This was due in large part to the
friendliness of the Mills and their
willingness to meet and talk with
my friends .
.. . The invitation read: " The
residents of 35 Main Street invite

the residents of 74 Main Street to
an apartment warming party,
September 10th at 8 P.M.
Michelob will be served. " The
hostesses, of course, never
dreamed that President Mills
and his wife (with me in tow)
would arrive - fashionably late,
naturally. Introductions were
made and latecomers were
stunned when they walked into
see Gene Mills pouring himself a
beer from the keg set up in the
bathtub . A week later on Gene's
birthday when a card arrived
from " the whole gang " , I think
Gene and Dotty both knew they
had made a lot of friends that
night. That particular birthday
card stayed up on his desk long
after all the others were put
away.
At first, my visitors to the
house were unsure of how to
address the Mills. Should it be
Mr. and Mrs. , Dr. and Mrs.,
President and Mrs., Dorothy and
Eugene, or Dotty and Gene?
Well, in my circle of friends,
nicknames are a fact of life and it
wasn 't long before they were
called " the biggest G and D. "
Well, I'll always remember the
first party I gave at the house.

"The Mill Hill Club." The Mills
were away and we used the best
linen and china, and filled the
sterling silver punch bowl with
popcorn. And when I'm old and
gray, I can tell the grandchildren
about the night I slept in the
guest room instead of my own
room. I wanted to sleep in the
same bed where President Gerry
Ford had once had a nap . I don 't
suppose I'll ever go
cross-country skiing without
thinking about Dotty and I skiing
down the hill out front late at
night. But the memories
wouldn't be complete without
remembering the two dogs and
all the mornings they woke me
up so early, or the nights I would
take them with me to
McLaughlin Hall where they
were known as ''the mange
mobiles. " It sure won 't be easy
moving out on graduation day
but I feel better knowing we 'll
keep in touch . After all, what are
friends for?
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Karl Kreklow: Durham's Real Burger King
By Caroline McKee
" I'm a lifer," says Karl
Kreklow, who has been serving
University students their
after-dinner snacks from his
specialized van for 14 years. At
32, Karl doesn 't envision any
change of lifestyle for at least 10
years. " I'm happy. Why should I
stop doing something I enjoy? "
On weeknights and weekends
during high school , Karl helped
his older brother, Fritz , who
started the food van service on
the UHN campus. After
graduating from high school ,
Karl joined Fritz and they shared
the responsibility of the food van
for one year. Karl then bought
his own van , fixed it up, and
went into business for himself.
" For two years , I parked over
near Stoke, then I was on Main
Street for a year, and I've been
here (the lower quad , near
Hitchcock and Gibbs) for the
past 11 years. " He adds with a
touch of pride , " I was on Main

Street before the Tin Palace was
there ."
This year, Karl 's business was
threatened when University
officials passed a rule saying
that no one could sell anything
on University property unless
they were full-time students .
Karl 's regulars were upset
enough at the prospect of losing
their favorite snack place that
many complained directly to
University officials while others
wrote to The New Hampshire .
For three weeks , Karl was out of
work and his followers went
without the famous
cheeseburgers and trench fries .
Unversity officials decided
that they would have to add a
"grandfather clause " allowing
Karl and Fritz , who parks his van
near Stoke Hall, to continue
since they had been selling food
long before the rule was
proposed . By the number of
students who frequent " Karl 's"

it is obvious that this
amendment was essential to
keep peace in the lower quad.
At 7:00 every night, the blue
and white van with the name
" Karl's " painted in bright yellow
letters across the front rolls into
its reserved parking space
facing Hitchcock Hall. Karl's van
is the same kind and size as the
famous " ding-a-ling " ice cream
trucks which delight every child
on a hot summer day. Instead of
the shiny silver freezers,
however, Karl's van houses a
grill , a deep fat fryer , a blender,
and a refrigerator. Peering
through the serving window, it
seems that Karl only moves from
the waist up because everything
he needs to make any item is
within arm 's reach .
The minute the van is parked ,
Karl begins the preparations for
the night ahead. He has to hurry
because there is a line of early
birds waiting for the grills to be

heated. Everything seems to be
done in a specific way and in a
certain order. The cellophane
wrap is taken off the meats and
folded. The ties on the breads
and rolls are loosened, and a
batch of trench fries waits to be
dunked into the fryer. Dressed in
blue corduroys and a pin-stripe
Oxford shirt, Karl hops out of the
van to start the generator.
" That little generator doesn 't
know what hits it when I pull the
plugs ," he says jokingly to one
of his regular customers. This is
the signal for many quad
residents that the evening has
officially arrived.
After the generator kicks on,
the outside lights flicker and
then stay lit, smoke begins to
steam out of the rear vent,
smelling like trench fries, and
the gentle hum of machinery
begins. Karl re-enters the van
and tucks a white towel into his
pants for an apron. He takes one

JONATHAN BLAKE

more look to make sure that
everything is ready and turns
toward his customers,
displaying a shiny set of pearly
whites and says, "what'II it be
tonight?" In no time at all, he
has completed a
mouth-watering treat which
would tempt any student with a
University meal ticket.
Karl never lacks a smile,
foregoes friendly chatter, or
loses his cool , even as the night
progresses and the line gets
longer. He seems to know all of
his customers, either by name,
face, party, or order. " I got a tip

that the skiing is going to be
good for another couple of
weeks up north ," he says,
bagging a cheeseburger and
chocolate shake for a regular
customer.
"Yeah, we come down to see
Karl every night. It's kind of a
ritual, " says another fan of the
Karl cuisine. "He's always got
something to say."
"There 's an all-nighter down
at the Field House for April
Fool 's Day . Maybe you should
move the van down there ,"
suggests another customer as
he waits for his order.

" I'll join the party. Hell with
cookin ' food ," replies Karl.
During the regular schoolyear,
Karl works an average of 75
hours during his 7-day week .
" Running the van is a fu l l-time
job. lttakes at least three hours a
day to clean and stock. "
" Karl 's " is open from 7:00
P.M . to 1 :30 A.M. on weeknights
and until three in the morn ing on
weekends. He does admit that
he took Easter Sunday off. " It
was terrible. On Saturday night ,
there were only three other guys
and me in the quad. "
What motivates Karl to spend
so much time in a van? " It's
different every night. I like the
people ."
Karl also likes being his own
boss even if the hours aren 't the
greatest. " I can set my own
pace. I'm not working for anyone
else ."
One major drawback is the
weather. Du ring the w inter, the
van is only twenty degrees
warmer than the outside
temperature .
But the advantages far
outweigh the disadvantages. He
grins modestly as he says,
" almost everyone comes back.
The regulars come three to four

times a week."
During the summer, Karl takes
a break from being the " man in
the van " and works five days a
week as a carpenter. " It gives me
a chance to get away from
cooking cheeseburgers for
awhile ."
Karl has seen many changes
over the years at UNH . "I n 1976,
the quad was the biggest place
for the nude . Before that, kids
used to come down with their
beds and wait in line for a
hamburger. "
" The past three years have
been quieter," says Karl. " It used
to be that kids thought they were
here just to raise hell for four
years . Now it's strictly classes
and studying ."
It's almost time for Karl to
close down for the night. The
quad has become quiet, with the
exception of the flickering rear
light on Karl 's van and the soft
hum of machinery. After another
busy night, the smoke is coming
out of the side vents as well as
the rear, and Karl disappears
around the corner. The night has
officially ended .
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By Karen Loring
" It's a job you never get
done." These are the parting
words of out-going UNH
President Eugene Mills.
In June, Doctor Mills was
preparing to move to the
suburbs of Los Angeles,
California, where he will take
over as President of Whittier
College and Whittier College of
Law . It's a homecomin g for Dr.
Mills and his family since he
taught at Whittier before coming
to UNH in 1962.
After being at UNH for
seventeen years, Dr. Mills says
the Presidency of Whittier is a

Eugene Mi Ils: Here Today
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" new kind of challenge. " And he
feels he is ready for that
challenge.
Of his years at the University,
Mills says he has felt nothing but
love and deep admiration for the
school. He has seen many
changes at UNH and has been
personally involved in a number
of them . His list of offices held
while in Durham goes on and on,
from Professor of Psychology ,
Dr. Mills became Dean of
Graduate Students, Dean of
Liberal Arts Students, Academic
Vice President, Provost, Acting
President, and, finally, President
in 1974.

Dr. Mills says he thinks his
most recent accomplishment
through the faculty, staff, and
students is the New Hampshire
Legislature's move to increase
monies to the University System
in the 1980 fiscal budget. He
feels the vote to increase
funding directly reflects the
State's positive attitude toward
its University, an attitude that
has been contested by the
students at UNH.
Mills agrees that UNH is, by no
means, on "easy street." The
increase in funds is already
earmarked throughout the
University System. And, as
always, there's just never
enough. Combine the financial
problems with the politics and
the human element has a
· tendency to get lost in the
scuffling. But, says Dr. Mills,
" people are the most important
part of the University of New
Hampshire."
As for the curriculum, Mills
says there is always more that
could be done. Secondary
schools are under fire for
producing graduates who can
neither read nor write, passing
the problem on to America 's
colleges and universities, where
it may or may not be solved. So
can UNH do more to educate its

graduates? Dr. Mills points out
the various schools found within
the University and the open-door
policy between them. " A student
of Agriculture at UNH can take a
Poetry course in the School of
Liberal Arts if he wants to. "
Mills says there is " reason for
concern " when high school
students can 't read or write but
he doesn't feel that the blame
can be put specifically on any
one level of education. And,
" there 's always more that could
be done. "
A thoroughly educated
person, according to Mills, is
one who is capable of critical

thought, can express himself
clearly, is capable of numerical
thought, knows the cultural and
historical background of
civilization, has some
knowledge of social heritage
and aesthetics. And Mills feels
UNH can fill the bill.
But, just to make sure, about a
year and a half ago, the
University Senate voted to
establish an Undergraduate
Experience Task Force, a group
that will begin in the fall to study
and evaluate the course
offerings and campus activities.
Dr. Mills was instrumental in
getting this Committee working

and regrets leaving before
seeing the results.
Dr. Mills says he also regrets
leaving UNH after seeing it in so
many stages of development,
but feels that the incoming
President will be a good man or
woman for the job. He does have
advice for his successor:
Remember the people of the
University. They are the most
important factor in the
continuation of the school.
So after seventeen years at
UNH, working his way up
through the ranks, Dr. Mills says
good bye . . .
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Mary Simpson: The Lady Behind the Counter
by Caroline McKee
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"Hello. Let's see, we have a
"Oh yes, on my twentieth
couple of things here. We have
anniversary, they bought me my
two poster boards - that's 80
chair and the manager, Dick
cents, and we have soap for 75
Houghton , took me for dinner
cents, and that's one dollar and and cocktails to the Tin Palace. I
55 cents, plus two cents for
also got a beautiful orchid
candy. That's one dollar and 57
cents, out of two dollars. And
there's 58, 59, 60, 75, and two
dollars. Thank you," says the
cherry, slightly nasal voice of
one of the most popular and
well-known women in Durham.
The voice with a hint of a
dialectic twang coming from
behind the counter at Town and
Campus belongs to Mary
Simpson. Mary, as she is known
to students, faculty members,
and townspeople, has been a
cashier at the store since May 8,
1957.
Jesse Gangwer, manager of
corsage from the store and a
the Town and Campus, jokes in bouquet of flowers from the
reference to Mary's 22 years of
other employees."
service, "It's just like being
More comfortable talking
married to the same lady for 22 about the present than the past,
years. " Sipping hot water from a Mary says, "the kids make my
large ceramic mug, Mary just
job interesting . I enjoy being
grins.
with the younger class of kids. "
She recalls in a teasing
Dressed in grey knit pants, a
manner how it took twenty years grey V-neck sweater, and a
to get a chair for her register.
turquoise turtleneck, Mary

seems like one of the kids when
she tells stories about her
student customers.
"The kids come up and there
are so many that I can joke and
kid with that it makes my job fun.

came to Durham with her
husband. She met him in a USO
building in her home town of
DeRudder, Louisiana while he
was in the army. Her first job in
Durham was for the

One day, a boy came in and his
bill came to $1.24 and he gave
me $5.25 and said , 'I'll take a
couple back.' I said, 'and you're
going to tip me the other two?'
He got a worried expression on
his face and said, 'no, but here,
I'll give you the penny.' I looked
at him seriously and said , 'are
you sure you can afford it?' "
Thirty-two years ago , Mary

University. She worked as a
cashier in the USO building
called Notch Hall , where the
Memorial Union Building now
stands.
" I worked at the Notch for ten
years and then they tore the
building down to bui ld the
MUS, " says Mary, ringing up
another sale for a petite blonde
student.

During the construction of the
new building, Mary was offered a
job cashiering at Town and
Campus by the Dunphey boys.
" I enjoyed working at Town
and Campus, and although it
wouldn 't be nice to say to the
University I was getting more
money there, and like I said
before, after twenty years, Town
and Campus gave me my own
chair, " she adds with a grin.
In her 32 years in Durham ,
Mary has seen many changes in
the students who attend the
University. She characterizes the
students of the 1950's as " nice
boys and girls." She sees the
youths of the sixties as drifters
who didn 't care about anything
while she emphasizes that the
kids of the seventies have gone
back to being " nicer kids who
are more polite and
better-dressed . Maybe I'm
old -fashioned ," she adds, " but
six or seven years ago , the kids
were just horrible looking. "
Since those days, the in itiation
into fraternity houses have
remained the same, and it is
nothing new to Mary who has
helped new brothers live
through many embarassing
escapades.
" I've had kids sing to me , take
my picture, and one kid was
walking a dog made of wood
blocks named Fido ," she says,
laughing at these memories.
Working at T & C has many
advantages for Mary, the biggest
of which she says is that she can

always see people she knows.
Many UNH graduates still come
into the store and greet her,
perhaps hashing around some
old times. Others, she says,
come in to introduce their

I

r

families to Mary.
" I guess it's nice to be
remembered, " she smiles.
This fame is not quite so
fondly accepted by Mary's
husband. Jokes Mary, " my

finally came over and asked if
she knew me and I kidded with
her awhile and said I didn 't know
where we could have met, even
though I knew exactly what she
was talking about. " Her face
takes on an impish quality and
her ever-present smile widens.
An elderly man shuffles over
• and places a copy of The Boston
Globe on the counter in front of
Mary. He hands her a few coins,
thanks her and plods along his
way.
Even after 32 years as a
cashier in a small town, Mary
says she would go crazy if she
had to stay at home. " I think I'd
be bored to death unless my
husband retired at the same
time."
Working from 8 in the morning
until 4:30 every weekday
afternoon for twenty years at
Town and Campus, Mary still
approaches her job seriously. As
the clock inches it's way toward
three o'clock, signaling her
second coffee break, Mary
becomes fidgety. After fifteen
minutes and a leisurely cup of
coffee, she heads back to her
post at the front counter, joking ,
" I don 't want them to dock me
for five minutes pay. "
Walking down the stairs
toward her register, a man's
she went out for a buffet dinner voice from a hidden corner calls,
with the girls and the waitress
" Mary, you ' re late. " She looks
was staring at her. "My friend
over at me, winks, and sighs,
said that we shou ldn't be getting " I'm going to get heck now."
seconds because the waitress
was watching us. The waitress

husband keeps threatening to
stop taking me out to dinner
because wherever we go
someone recognizes me as Mary
from Town and Campus."
Mary recalls one night when
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H

ead ing back to the dorm, Jack took a
shortcut through the Memorial Union
Build ing to pick up a newspaper. In front of
The New Hampshire office, he picked up a
copy from the stack , flipped through the
pages to the classified ads , and began reading the sports stats on the last page.
" Wildcats? What exactly are these
Wildcats? " asked Rex , once again peering
over the edge of Jack's pocket.
" The football team and the . . . "
" I see, " interrupted Rex . " Does that name
inspire athletic prowess in the individual
partic ipant or is it merely a diminutive derived from some past incident? "
" I don 't know. Just a name , I guess ," replied Jack , a bit annoyed at Rex 's questions.
" Like the Rams , the Charge rs, the Vikings
" Rather virile images, wouldn 't you say? "
said Rex , butting in once more .
They sauntered down the hallway on the

bottom floor of the MUB. Jack was flipp ing
through the newspaper and Rex was eyeing
each doorway with an inquisitive look.
" SANE, MUSO, STVN, SCOPE. What are
all these names? "
" Student organizations, " answered Jack ,
pausing to read a notice on the bulletin
board outside the door marked NHOC. " These are the offices of the student organizations. "
" Are these titles pertinent to the relative
causes of each group? " asked Rex , rather
befuddled . " What does a member of ASO
do? "
" What? "
" This is a group called ASO . Does t hat
have some sign if icance? "
" That's the Associated Students Organization . They do something with the stu dents' money. I don 't know exactly what. "
" I see, " said Rex, stroking his chin . " So
these are merely acronyms, a simplification

of the acutal name or title."
" You talk like a dictionary ," said Jack ,
tired of the whole conversation .
" I've read Webster's four times ."
" Oh."
They walked towards the door at the end
of the hallway in silence. As they passed an
open office , Rex looked in, seeing several
people sitting on desks and a tall , thin
young man stretched out on the couch.
" And what do they do in there? " asked
Rex , pointing to the large , sparsely furnished room . " Why, there 's enough room in
there for a dance hall. Is that where they
hold dances for the student body? "
" No, " replied Jack, " that's the Granite office. They put out a yearbook every few
years."
They walked out of the MUB and back to
the dorm .

DAVE LABIANCA
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USO is a highly-integrated
student organization. To
get involved with MUSO is as
simple as walking through our
doors in the dark, deep reaches
of the MUB basement and
expressing your interest in what
we do. Taking on the
responsibility of one of the nine
SAT paid positions in MUSO is
not quite so simple, but is
perhaps as worthwhile and
academic as four years in the
classroom. The people who
"were" MUSO this year put their
personal and academic life on
the line by taking on this job; the
commitment to the task at hand
was tremendous . The job these
folks did was fantastic and I
would like to recognize them for
it.
Evan Cole, the MUSO Film
Society Chairman and emcee
extraordinaire, finagled for and
projected 64 films this year,
• twice a night on Thursdays and
Sundays. Chris Mott, the MUSO
Concert Chairman, contracted
and produced a variety of four
shows. Some of the best guitars
in the world reigned in the
Granite State Room this year:
Muddy Waters with his blues,
Joe Pass with jazz, the Blend
with rock and roll, and rhythm
and blues compliments of Leo
Kottke. In the arts department,
Diane Gehrung chaired and
carried out MUSO's new lecture
series. Our first year brought
conflict and controversy to
campus with such characters as
Dr. Hunter S. Thompson, Dick
Gregory, Mark Lane, and Jerry

Rubin . For a few brief moments,
these speakers exposed the
Un iversity community to what
this place often lacks:
constructive activism , reality of
the world outside Durham, and
some encouragement that each
one of us can make a difference .
In MUSO 's photography
department it was Dave
Labianca and George Newton in
control. The time these guys put
in to upgrade the darkrooms and
the system saw vast
i mprovements that will be
experienced by hundreds of
students for years to come .
The job of program promotion

and advertising is no small
burden , and is easily one of
MUSO 's most important
functions . Laura Powers and
Sylvie Walker, the MUSO-MAT
Printers, and Chris Frawley, our
advertising coordinator and
secretary, planned and
produced a magnificent volume
of publicity and local color. And
what can one say for a junior
philosophy major who took on
the huge responsibility of
juggling and jotting over $80,000
worth of expenses incurred by
MUSO this year? Brian Ray
did an accountable and
commendable job keeping us in

the black and I wish him luck in
1980 as he assumes my chores
as president.
Myself, as lame duck
president at this point, enjoyed a
year of over-activity,
hypertension , late nights , and , in
the end, complete personal
fulfillment with zero regrets. I
sincerely hope you all got
someth ing out of MUSO 's efforts
this year.

Peter R. Moore
President , MUSO
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lthough WUNH is a
non-commercial FM radio
station, it is probably the most
far-reaching advertisement for
the University. Through the
efforts of its 75 members,
WUNH 's diversified
programming reaches from the
suburbs of Boston to the
Connecticut River to Portland,
Maine.
Throughout the year, WUNH
has provided continuous
entertainment and up-to-date
information for UNH students
and for the community. The
News department has provided
the fastest coverage of events of
interest around Durham and
New Hampshire. The WUNH
Sports department followed
Wildcat football, baseball ,
basketball, hockey, and
women's athletics during the
entire school year. It was WUNH
who provided rinkside seats for
both the ECAC playoffs and the

NCAA tournament in Detroit
which capped the Wildcat's
phenomenal hockey season.
WUNH has always been at the
forefront in all areas of musical
enjoyment. " Freewaves"
afforded a free listen to over 200
new albums in their entirety
during its nightly feature, " LP
Complete." Saturday nights
were for partying and The King
Biscuit Flower Hour. Incredible
artists such as Springsteen,
Stewart, Rolling Stones,
Santana , The Cars, The Doobie
Brothers, The Grateful Dead ,
Blondie, and many more made
their appearance at 6:00
Saturday night.
WUNH is the station that
people will remember as the
station of, by, and for UNH
students. Whether it is rock,
jazz, news , public affairs, sports,
or just a good time with a good
friend, WUNH has it all.
While you're away from

Durham, you can still keep in
touch with UNH. It all happens at
91.3 on the FM dial.

David Coldren
General Manager, WUNH
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he Associated Students
Organizations is the
financial arm of the ten student
organizations. It is primarily responsible for making sure its
accounts do not overspend and
only spend when it is appropriate. Although ASO does not
experience the excitement of a
concert, newspaper, or film
series itself, it is directly involved
with the financial end of these
activities .
The people working for ASO
stay busy processing the many
hundreds of checks and other
monetary documents that keep
the SAT organizations financia lly sound and up-to-date. Approx imately $400,000 filters in
and out of ASO during a year's
time , demanding that ASO be
faithful , honest, and responsible. Bea Hebert has been the
Accounting Clerk for nearly 10
months and plans to remain with
ASO for some time. Montgomery
Childs, ASO Treasurer, not only
signs the checks , but advises
ASO as well as the other SATfunded groups. Sue Wright
started with ASO last January as

Assistant Business Manager
and, as of May 1, becomes the
79-80 Business Manager. Lisa
Vigneault has been employed as
Assistant Accounting Clerk for
several months and hopes, as
we all do, to return next fall.
Margaret Silvers, B.O .B. Director, is a valuable asset to the
ASO and a great friend to all of
us.
And lastly there is me, the
Business Manager. It's been a
great year. Although some of us
are going on, others are looking
forward to an even better year at
ASO . But since I won't be there
to join in, I'd like to give my few
words now. Thanks to all of you .
It's been fun, rewarding , and
certainly the highlight of my education. Take care and good
luck.

Deb Seider
Business Manager, ASO
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ranked us among the top ten
he New Hampshire is 80
percent of all college newspastudents who put out
pers in the country.
a newspaper that covers the
Next year, we plan to cover the
University community as accurately and comprehensively as
New Hampshire Presidential
primary closely and will also
possible.
During the 1978-79
keep a close eye on the Universchoolyear, The New Hampshire sity administration which will be
in a transition period with a new
broke stories on why the UNH
President, Life Science Dean ,
Bookstore wasn 't carrying a
book of editorial cartoons criti - Director of Residential Life , and
Vice President of Academic Afcal of then Governor Meldrim
Thomson ; on Edgar Berube, a
fairs .
,..,19:.. • Somersworth man posing as a
The New Hampshire - if you
~ ,.. ~ · Kennedy; on the furor in the posee a fire downtown Wednesday ,
> ~ litical science department over you can bet you ' ll read about it
the alleged interference of Libin The New Hampshire on Frieral Arts Dean Allan Spitz in a
day.
promotion and tenure case . In ~
addition, The New Hampshire
~
had complete coverage of sports
and the arts .
Dana A. Jennings
This year, The New Hampshire
Managing Editor,
won an award from the ColumThe New Hampshire
bia School of Journalism that
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to a Super 8 camera as well as
he Student Television Netan animation stand for producwork has just come off its
best year ever as a student orga- tion of animated films.
Programming has expanded
nization and this year we are
tremendously and STVN is now
hoping for even better things.
showing entertaining and eduWe now have a fullycompleted studio with expanded cational programs in the dorms
as well as in the MUB.
facilities for half-inch format
video production, including
We are also looking forward to
video cabling throughout the
the possibility of cable television
MUB.
to UNH dorms and access time
One of the fastest growing
on the Durham cable . Student
services of STVN last year was
response has been good and
providing access to a portable
this year, we hope to have a
video tape camera and recorder, record
ers.
free to any student who wanted
to use it. This should become
/
/
even more popular in the future . A/
~
~
And STVN now offers facilities / '
for film production as well as
. Greig Cronauer
television. Members have access
President, STVN
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t was a crazy idea and I knew
they would laugh when I mentioned it.
Still, I thought my notion might work. It was
just that ridiculous.
Standing before the small group of soonto-be more dedicated-than-expectedor-desired students, I voiced my insanity. "I
want to do a yearbook in just one year. "
At first, there was silence, followed by
muffled snickers and garbled jeers. There
was limited discussion, some heavy headshaking, and several "no way's." They were
definitely pessimistic. But could I blame ·
them?
A yearbook that takes only one year to
produce? It goes against all laws of UNH

yearbooks. Then again, maybe it could be
done, with some strong-minded workers
and creative minds. Thus, we set to work,
planning, brainstorming, yelling, screaming,
cursing . . . oops . . . and trying to get
everyone to put all their efforts into producing a top-notch book that would take any
half-sentimental UNH grad on a trip down
memory lane every time he looked at the
pages.
The sailing was smooth, for the first
month . Then staff started to disappear. And,
of course, last year's book never came out
and we were receiving phone calls and
nasty letters daily from perturbed grads and
irate mothers (oh, mothers can be so nasty).

It took two folders to hold al I the complaints
and three psychiatrists to hear all my woes.
The picture looked grim for our hardworking heroes.
Then the MUS Board of Governors proposed we be moved into an office slightly
larger than my cat's litter box.
One year?
But, you have in your hands irrefutable
proof that a yearbook can be produced in a
period of just twelve months, with the total
dedication of some good (very good) people .
Cyndi Pettengill , one of the few editors to
make it through the vigil, provided a critical
eye, an artistic hand, and often a shoulder to
cry on. She is certainly any editor's dream.
Dave LaBianca and Chris Kent stepped in
when our bumbling photo ed itor bailed out,
bringing a touch of class to the photography
department and temporary insanity to the
yearbook office.
So, if you like this book, you can thank
these people. And if you don 't like it, then
where were you when it was being
done???? The yearbook is for everyone at
the University, not just the graduating seniors. We try to accurately reflect the school
year, paying particular attention to the attitude that surrounds all of us at UNH . And I
think we 've done just that.
Please be good to your yearbook staff.
Throw them a cookie once in a while, or,
better yet, a comp Ii ment. They've had a hard
day.

Sue Movsesian
Editor-in -Chief, The Granite
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romoting a concert at UNH is
li ke designing a " safe " nuc lear power pl ant . . . it 's fu ll of
surpri ses. The su rprises range
fro m d iscovering that t here
aren 't an y noodles for Litt le
Feat's Beef Stroganoff, or t he
police forgot abo ut the Rick Derring er show, or the opening act
for Southside Johnny and the
Asbury Jukes decides to cancel
five days before the show.
Despite all of the small inconveniences that are typical of
each and every concert, one
thing that is never an upleasant
surp ri se is the consistent good
time all the students have in
helping promote concerts at
UNH. At four in the morn in', the
spirits are still flying , even if the
damned screw won 't get out of

the stage, or if the posters come
and the printer misspelled the
opening act.
As much as the ath leti c department would like to see
SCOPE out of " the ir" Field
House, or the Un ive rs ity w oul d
like to see SCOPE stop the outrag eo us payment of the top acts
available, there is only one thing
that the students of UNH can say
. . . ROCK 'N' ROLL WILL
NEVER DIE!!!

President, SCOPE
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tudent Senate entails a new
leadership experience. This
semester, we've worked against
a mandatory health fee, fought
tuition increase, fought the
drinking age increase, killed a
proposed calendar change, and
successfully negotiated a new
center for commuters. The new
structure, recently passed,
provides students with a
stronger voice than ever before.
This experience of student

leadership teaches students
aim of Student Senate. In
about themselves. In
allocating $245,000 to ten SAT
representing 9000
organizations, we seek
undergraduates, we attempt to
professionalism. We are also
make ourselves a sincere, visible responsible for the
force on this campus. The true
programming of these
enlightenment occurs when the organizations. We work hard.
representative goes out to his ~
constituents. True
representation occurs here. This
~
is what we constantly attempt to
~
do.
Doug Cox
Professionalism is a further
Student Body President

Cy
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feelings .
I have found a lot of love in
Camp and by learning to receive
and to give it, it was necessary to
learn to communicate one 's
thoughts honestly:
" Love is trading souls."
The close friendships that
develop between counselors are
spread to the freshmen , who
upon their return to campus give
their energy to those freshmen
who didn't go to camp . Many
people are touched by Camp ,
either directly or indirectly. The

F

reshman Camp has offered
to me a chance to grow
within, to learn to communicate
better, and to learn to give . A
freshman entering college has a
lot of anxieties and questions
about leaving the security of
high school and friends . Do you
remember? Uprooting and
finding yourself in a strange
place with many unfamiliar faces
is a major change .
Camp's purpose is to show to
the freshmen that people do
care and understand their
problems - everyone
experiences them . By offering
an atmosphere that is especially

108

conducive to meeting people,
and to reaching out to others
and sharing oneself, fears are
lessened.
People have the freedom to be
what they want to be. For many
leaving high school , this is
perhaps the first time they have
felt able to do this. College
represents a new start, out of the
home town social ladder. The
counselor's responsibility is to
let the freshmen realize that they
should take a risk of exposing
themselves. Empathy is a key
work here. To reach out to
anyone , a counselor must be
open to different outlooks and

years that I have been involved
in it have taught me so much
about others but most
importantly so much about
myself. Freshman Camp is a
special experience that would
be hard to duplicate. In the end,
all the giving is hardly equal to
the final personal rewards.

Cathy Nash
Co-Director, Freshman Camp
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or the next few minutes , you
will be taking a test. Don 't
worry, it's on ly a test, but it may
reflect why, if you 're not part of
the solution, you must be part of
the problem.
1. Who pays for dinner?
a) . The man .
b) . The woman
c) . We go Dutch .
d) . I don 't care as long as it's
not me .
2. Who is respons ible for birth
control?
a) . What's that?
b). The man .
c) . The woman .
d) . Does not apply.
3 . Is there rea l ly sexual
disc rim ination in th e job
market?
a) . I don 't know. My husband
supports me.
b) . I don 't know. I've never
been ab le to get a job .
c) . Sure. I'd never h ire a
black Jewish woman.
d) . Ask Bakke .
4. Are women really beaten?
a) . No, just broads and
bitches.

b). Yes, look at my next door
neighbor.
c). How awful! I don 't want to
think of things like that.
d). Don 't care .
5. Is there such a thing as Men 's
Liberation?
a). Is that some kind of weird
political group?
b). I hope so. I'm tired of
feeling guilty .
c) . I hope not. I just got my
boyfriend to do the
dishes .
d). Does Alan Alda have
something to do with
that?
6. What's the Women 's Center?
a). A place to exchange
recipes and gossip.
b). A new multi-million dollar
building in Washington ,
D.C.
c) . The bath room down the
hall.
d). A place for all people to
sh are and learn .

ANSW ERS
1-5: If you don 't know, th en see # 6.

6. d.

T

he Women's Center is a
place for all people. The library extends into all aspects of
problems that both men and
women face. Books such as Beyond the Male Myth and The History of the Women's Movement
make everyone feel welcome.
The major emphasis is on educational programs. The Women 's Center has offered such
speakers as Mary Daly, Jean Kilbourne , and Warren Farrell, and
movies such as "The Girls, "
" Men's Lives, " and "Sometimes
I Wonder Who I Am. "
The most rewarding part of
the programming has been the
Thursday night discussion
groups. In a casual setting , anyone can come to share ideas on
such controversial issues as
abortion, homosexuality , and
open marriage .
There is an idea behind the
Women 's Center. The idea is
that all people should be in control of their options . This means
breaking down stereotypes and
wiping out discrimination and
building understanding, compassion, respect, and selfconfidence. This notion isn't
outlandish but it will take a lot of
work. The Women's Center
hopes that all people will work
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hard enough, participate in the
solution, and not be part of the
problem.

Margaret Silvers
Co-Director,
The Women's Center
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duces publications designed for ,
students. These include
magazines such as Aegis, a fiction and poetry forum; Catalyst,
a general interest magazine
geared toward non-fiction; and
Serendipity, a publication which
deals with concepts in communications. Furthermore, Student Press produces several
special projects serving interest
groups on campus.
Student Press is an organization which is run by students, as
well. All of our publications are
written and edited by students.
We do most of the production,
too.
We are here to inform, to entertain . . . but most impor-

~~:i.M
Christopher S. Crocker
Director, Student Press
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aturday afternoon, Jack's neighbors
came pounding on his door with a
six-pack of Michelob under each arm . Jack
invited the pair, Tim and Hank, to sit down ,
clearing a space on his unmade bed for the
two to sit. Rex was sitting on the bookshelf
above the desk , reading an engineering
bulletin . He was so engrossed in an article
on thermodynamics that he was unaware
Jack had company, but the sound of the pop
tops on the beer cans in synchronized
succession snapped him from the daze.
The trio guzzled down the beers with
intermittent conversation concerning the
last football game, classes , and their latest
feminine conquests. Rex listened intently,
trying to familiarize himself with the peculiar
lifestyle of the UNH student.
" . . . and she has a rool!Tlmate with
absolutely THE biggest," Tim paused,
gulping down the remainder of his beer and
emitting a loud belch while Jack and Hank
waited for him to finish his tale, " . . . blue
eyes."
Neither Jack nor Hank was amused as
they had heard the same line from their
friend for the past six weeks , since he had
heard it used in a late movie.
Looking at the clock, they saw it was time
to leave. Jack leaned over the desk to find
his keys and Rex hopped into his pocket.
" Can 't you stay here for once?" Jack
sighed .
"I would like to see this sport played . I
have read several books on the game of
football but I think it would be a valuable
experience to actually see the game
played."
Jack was slightly drunk from the few
beers he had managed to consume and so

he was in no mood to argue with his pesky
little worm. He picked up the keys and
caught up to his buddies who were already
halfway down the hall. Hank was still
listening to Tim 's description of his last
date.
When the group reached the stadium , the
choice seats had been taken. They
staggered to the top row and sat down as
the game was beginning.
Rex watched each play, recalling the
information he had stored in his memory
regarding the rules of the sport. It seemed to
him a much more brutal game than he had
imagined . Even at their distant spot, he
could hear the crunching and knocking of
heads in a pile-up. Like Jack's friends, Rex
found it more pleasing to watch the smiling
cheerleaders go through their routines at
the foot of the stands.
He was more sedate when the UNH team
scored a touchdown and Jack jumped out of
his seat, nearly knocking Rex off his perch
on Jack's shoulder. He held tightly to a
loose thread and managed to keep his
place.
" Jack, would you mind being a bit more
careful? I almost ended up in a rather
unfavorable spot beneath someone 's shoe. "
Jack whispered an apology and turned his
attention back to the action on the playing
field . There was continued jumping, yelling,
and tossing about during the course of the
game. Rex found a safe spot under Jack's
collar where he was able to maintain his
balance during these frequent outbursts.
At the end of the game, the Wildcats were
victorious by a wide margin. And Rex made
a mental note to only attend the quieter
gymnastics meets from then on.
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After a strong start, the
Wildcat soccer team finished
with a 5-10-1 overal I record and
a 1-5 mark in Yankee
Conference play. Their game
performances were much
improved over last year's play,
when they were 3-12.
It was a disappointing season,
but for the Wildcats, it could
have been a winning season, for
eight of their losses came by a
single goal and two more games
were lost by only two goals.
First-year coach Bob Kuellen
said , " it seemed as though we
played just well enough to
challenge everyone on our
schedule, but we kept coming
up one goal short. Inexperience,
a lack of consistent scoring
punch , and too many defensive
errors cost us. "
The season was
" disappointing , but not
discouraging ," said Kuellen. The

entire team will return next year
with an added year of
experience and Kuellen said he
and his coaches are "making an
effort to attract some quality
players to enroll at UNH. "
UNH's only win over a Yankee
Conference rival was a 5-1
victory over Maine. However, the
Wildcats played well in five of
their conference losses,
dropping one-goal decisions to
Boston University, Connecticut,
Vermont, Rhode Island, and
Massachusetts.
Several players were cited for
their performances this year.
Junior Mike Cloutier led the
team in goals with seven and
junior halfback Saied Miremadi
had three goals and an assist.
Defensively, senior goalie
Gordie Tuttle, junior halfback
Pat Udeh , and sophomore
fullback Sam Welch received
praise for their performances .
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The field hockey squad had
another great season, once
again earning a berth in the
Regional Playoffs. After finishing
the season with a 10-2-1 record,
they were seeded fourth in the
regionals.
The highlights of the season
were the fantastic scoring and
exceptional play of four-year
veteran Kathy Sanborn, and the
Wildcats outscoring of their
opponents 45 goals to 8, with
Gaby Haroules leading the team
for the second year in a row with
fifteen goals to her credit.
Haroules has been an
outstanding player for the
Wildcats and Coach Jean Rilling
feels she has a "bright future at
UNH."

Veteran tri-captain Kathy
Sanborn has made
immeasurable contributions to
UNH field hockey and , according
to Rilling, " we scored prolifically
from penalty corners, and Kathy
was always directly or indirectly
involved. She hardly ever misses
and played that way for four
years."
The Wildcats nearly made it to
the Regional Championship but
a double-overtime penalty stroke
shoot-out ended in a loss to
Springfield College, which
prevented their advancement.
The team is young and Rilling
was pleased with their play and
felt that the team exceeded her
original expectations for the
season.

1
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The 1978 football season was
a frustrating year for the
Wildcats . UNH coach Bill Bowes
said he was " moderately disappointed with our 6-4-1 record, "
but at the same time he is optimistic about the future .
" Any one of our losses could
have gone the other way, "
Bowes said, " and we are encouraged by the play of our
younger players who were
forced into action by the unusually high number of injuries we
had this year."
The injuries started before the
season began when impressive
freshman fullback Bob Onthand
suffered a knee injury and cocaptain Mike Marchese hurt his
shoulder. The number of injuries
reached its peak during the
Northeastern game on October
28, when 14 of the 22 starters
were sidelined with injuries.
" With the injuries we had , it
could have been a disastrous
year," Bowes said , " but we came
out of it with a 6-4-1 record in
spite of the injuries , which indicates that the younger players
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did a very respectable
job."
The Wildcats have now
had five straight winning
seasons, a feat not accomplished by UNH in
the last 30 years. For the
15 sen iors who played
their final game at
UMass, it was a disappointing finish, but they
can look back on the last
four years and remember
a 30-10-1 regular season
record, two Yankee Conference Championships,
and two appearances in
the NCAA Division II
playoffs .
" Some of the seniors
will be d iffi cu It to re-

place," Bowes said, " but ley, center Don
we feel good about the
Wohlfarth, defensive
future. Offensive tackle
tackle Bill Logue,
Jim Fitzgerald, running
linebacker Tim Confrey,
back John Nocera, deand cornerbacks Sean
tensive end Joe
McDonnell and Frank
Mucci have played their
Clemente, and
linebacker Steve Doig all final games for UNH.
One senior who will
saw considerable action
against UMass. And they probably be back next
are all just freshmen, as year is Marchese. The
is Chris Pinter, who was shoulder injury that he
our starting fullback
suffered in pre-season
drills reoccurred, and he
most of the year. "
Eight seniors were in
played in parts of just
the starting line-up
two games. According to
against UMass, and they NCAA rules, he will be
will be missed . Quarter- eligible for another seaback Steve Whalley, split son .
end George Moore, ofThere will be several
tensive tackle Dave Kel- revisions in the Wildcat

record book as Whalley
broke or tied six school
records, including pass
completions, passing
yardage and total oftense in a season. He
completed 101 of 215
passes for 1,560 yards
and 12 touchdowns , and
rushed 66 times for 167
yards and three
touchdowns.
Junior Dave Loehle
tied the school record
for receptions in a season with 37, and set a
new standard by averaging 30.7 yards per kickoff
return. He leads the nation in kickoff returns.
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The men 's wrestling team compiled a
record of 6-5, making 1978-79 their third
straight winning season . Before record
crowd turnouts, the Wildcats came up with
their first ever win over a tough Harvard
team .
Coach Irv Hess traveled with the sevenmember team to the New England Championship in the 190-pound division where Bob
MacNally was crowned the New England
champ for the second year in a row. They
also finished with two team members in
third place and two more finished in fourth
place.
Coach Hess was pleased with the performance of the team this year and especially
with the winning record . It is a bright spot in
the history of wrestling at UNH which has
never before had two good years in a row .
Hess looks toward next year with the hope
of keeping the tradition going.

A young women 's volleyball team just made
the .500 mark with a
record of 12-11, under
first-year coach Jane
Job. At the outset of the
season, the team was optimistic toward making
the EAIAW regional
championship. All the
odds favored them; good
talent, good coaching,
and no pre-season injuries. But the lack of
experience plagued the
squad who failed to qualify for the regionals.
A pair of sophomores,
Iris Rauscher and Paula
Casey, along with
freshman Maryanne
McNamara, led the team

with their superb offensive attack. The entire
team , with the exception
of senior Kim Ashton ,
will return next year with
ayearofexperienceasa
strong asset.
The season started off
strong , and about twothirds of the way through
the season, they stood at
11-4, but tough competition caused them to lose
the next eight of their
nine games.
Coach Job looks toward next season with
great anticipation and
the phrase, "wait 'till
next year," is most appropriate for her team.
l'\IINVOl'I~
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The Wildcats fell short of a
winning season , ending with a
10-16 record , but despite six losses, by five points or less, their
win total is an increase of three
over a year ago . There will be ten
of the twelve team members returning next year.
" Al I the close losses were frustrating ," said coach Gerry Friel.
" But I can't fault the efforts of
the players. We were in every
game at home except one until
the final seconds and for the
most part , we held our own on
the road. Losing Bobby Nealey
in the pre-season with a knee injury definitely hurt us, but I was
p leased with the progress of the
other freshmen ."

The two graduating seniors
were the heart of the offense and
Friel will have to replace both
co-captains Brendan VanDeventer and Keith Dickson who
combined for an average of better than 30 points per game.
VanDeventer, a 6-foot-7 forward, led the team in scoring ,
with an average of 16.1 points
per game . His total of 418 points
for the season is the sixth highest ever recorded in a single
season at UNH . He made 56 percent of his field goal attempts
and 81 percent of his free
throws.
For his career, VanDeventer
made 52.7 percent of his f ield
goal attempts an d 77. 8 of h is
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free throws, both UNH records.
Dickson averaged 14.2 po ints
per game and wound up his career with 1,202 points, the third
highest total in UNH history. He
led the team in assists tor the
second year in a row and
finished with 361 for his career,
the second largest total ever at
UNH. If it were not for VanDeventer, Dickson would have set a
career free throw shooting
record, as he bettered the old
mark by making 76.4 percent
from the line.
A pair of juniors made major
contributions to UNH's success,
too. Forward Ken Herbert
finished third on the team in
scoring, with an average of 11.1
points per game, and second in

rebounding , with 5.4 per game.
Guard Paul Dufour was fourth in
sco ring , with an average of 9.1
per game, and second in assists,
with 42.
Sophomore Dana Chapman
started seven games late in the
season and averaged 15 points
per game as a starter.
Six freshmen saw varying
amounts of playing time, but all
should be better for the experience. Forwards Chris Gildea,
Karl Hicks, and Brad Otey,
center Mike Keeler, and guard
Randy Kinzly all will receive letter awards for their contributions. They are expected to form
the nucleus of a solid team for
the next three years.
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The women 's basketba ll team just missed
the regional playoffs with it's 13-7 record.
The team had started explosiv ely, winning
their first five games, but suffered through
their last eight against tough competi tion ,
losing five .
Co-capt ain Kathy Sanborn , who put in an
average of 14.6 points per game, and consistently played well, is the only graduati ng senior. Her outstand ing play over a four-yea r
career will long be remembered , and she
will stand out in the history of women 's athletics at UNH. Celia DeMarco, in her second
year of coachin g , has a lot to look forward
to next year, as her powerfu l freshmen and
sophom ores will return with a good year of

experien ce behind them .
Co-capt ain Karen Bolton led in rebound ing with ten per game but freshmen Kathy
Ladd and Jackie MacMul lan came down
with their fair share of rebound s.
The season ended with a final victory over
Dartmou th (67-56), but it wasn 't enough to
get them out of the shooting slump that had
turned their record around .
Other outstand ing players for the women
were Patty Foster, who averaged nearly ten
points per game and seven rebound s , and
sophom ore guards, Donna Couture and
Cheryl Murtagh . They each added 9.3 points
per game for the Wildcats.
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they remained an Eastern
power, despite the loss of
last year's All-American
Denise Walker, who put UNH
on the map with her
remarkable performances.
The highlight of the
season was the dramatic
132.15-129.00 victory over
the University of
Massachusetts, a school that
UNH had never beaten in
gymnastics. Sophomore
Edie Sutton, an All-East
performer, was the team 's
reliable competitor and
came to be the 14th best
all-around gymnast of the
Northeast region.
The only loss of the season
was to the national
powerhouse in gymnastics,
Clarion State College. The
freshmen were delightful
performers and all will be
back next year. Ellen Fahey
and Josie Lemmi gave some
outstanding performances.
Fahey captured the
All-Around individual title
Probably the most predictable
against UMass and Lemmi
success of all the women's teams
was poetry in motion with
was the 11-1 regular season record her exuberant exercise on
and a fifth-place finish at the EAIAW the floor and the bars.
Regional Championship by the
Chris "Nini " Wuensch is a
women's gymnastics team.
gifted performer on both the
They survived major and minor
uneven bars and in the floor
injuries, and with the combined help exercise. Michele Baker is a
of the freshmen and the veterans,
fine all-around gymnast.
NICK NOVICK
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A first-ever Eastern College
Athletic Conference (ECAC) Division I championship and the
second appearance in the past
three years in the NCAA championship climaxed a most successful season for the 1978-79
University of New Hampshire
hockey team .
The Wildcats defeated Yale,
Cornell, and Dartmouth in the
playoffs to win their Eastern title .
In the semi-finals of the NCAA
championship in Detroit, the
Wildcats dropped a 4-3 decision
to the University of Minnesota,
the eventual national champion.
Two years ago , the Wildcats also

lost a 4-3 decision in the semifinals to the eventual champion ,
Wisconsin.
The fourth-place finish in Detroit was a disappointment for
the Wildcats, but it does not detract much from their outstanding season. The team's 22-10-3
record gives the Wildcats 13
consecutive winning seasons
and nine 20-win seasons in the
past 12 years. UNH has qualified
for the ECAC playoffs eight years
in a row, and in 10 of Coach
Charlie Holt's 11 years in
Durham.
An ECAC championship appeared to be an unlikely possib-
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lility on January 1 as the
Wildcats were 3-5 overall and 2-2
in Division I with four consecutive road games on the immediate horizon.
A combination of factors - a
more consistent offense, a considerably tighter defense, and
the outstanding goaltending of
sophomore Greg Moffett turned the Wildcats' season
around. They ran off six straight
victories, and then after losing
twice in four days, they lost just
once in their final 13 regular
season games to go into the
ECAC playoffs seeded second.
Freshman center Dan
McPherson and senior right
wing Bruce Crowder scored four
and three goals respectively, to
lead UNH to a 9-2 rout of
seventh-seeded Yale in the
ECAC quarterfinals.
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McPherson broke a 2-2 tie late
in the second period , and junior
Bob Francis added two
insurance goals in the third
period , as UNH downed Cornell
5-2 in the sem i-finals. Captain
Bob Gould scored the winning
goal with less than three minutes
remaining , as the Wildcats
nipped Dartmouth 3-2 in the
championship game.
Moffett, who was named the
MVP of the ECAC tournament,
set school records for games
played by a goalie (31) and saves
in a season (953). He compiled a

3.73 goals against average and
an .892 save percentage.
The defense as a whole, and
freshmen Ross Yantzi and Ron
Reeve in particular, matured as
the season progressed.
Offensively, senior right wing
Ralph Cox was the top scorer as
expected . A two-time
all-America pick and the ECAC
player of the year, Cox scored 42
goals , breaking his own UNH
record , and assisted on 32
others for 74 points. He
completed his collegiate career
with 127 goals and 116 assists

t
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for 243 points .
Other top scorers on t he team
th is year were Francis, with 20
goals and 46 assists for 66
points ; Gould , with 31-28-59;
Crowder, with 22-30-52 ; senior
Frank Roy, with 16-29-45; senior
Terry Flanagan , with 20-25-45 ;
and sophomore Frank Barth,
with 13-27-40.
Holt faces a major rebuilding
job with eight seniors
graduating, including five of the
top six scorers. Holt is counting
on a continuation of the tight
defense the Wildcats showed in
February and March and some

•--*•Ms: r..--~

offensive help from the
incoming freshmen next year.
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The women's ice hockey team
was well-prepared to defend
their unblemished record of 15-1
of last year as Coach Russ
Mccurdy felt his team was better
balanced and had more depth
on this year's squad. They ended
this season with an impressive
16-1-1 record, insuring the
women of their dominance in the
Division I league and
establishing a fine tradition of
hockey in the years to come.
During the season, the women
captured the Concordia
(Quebec) Invitational after
downing Providence College the
previous weekend to win the

Granite State Women's
Tournament in January. Their
only loss came in a 7-6 decision
to the Massport Jets, an amateur
group.
UNH averages a high 8.8 goals
per game and gave up just 1.8
goals to their opponents. , Kathy
Bryant led the team in scoring
with 34 goals and 41 assists. Her
linemates, Gail Griffith and
Melissa White, also scored
prolifically.
First-year players, Yvette
Daigle, Gabby Haroules and
Lynn Walsh, had impressive
performances during the
season.

Back in the fall, then-coach
Jean Roberts said her two yearold women's track and cross
country teams were going to
raise eyebrows in New England
track circles.
Never were more prophetic
words spoken.
The cross-country and
winter/spring track teams compiled a cumulative record of
17-5, breaking more than 20
UNH records on the way.
The cross-country team
finished third in New England
and eighth in the East, while the
track squads finished fourth in
the New Englands.
The cross-country team (4-3),
led by freshman runner Beth
Clark and junior Linda
Schneider, was the biggest surprise. Clark emerged as one of
the best runners in New England
as she consistently won UNH's
dual meets. She placed second
in the New Englands and
finished sixth in the Eastern regionals to receive a berth at the
nationals. Clark also won the
Huskie Invitational at UConn that
involved 15 schools.
Schneider, once one of UNH's
best gymnasts, decided to concentrate on running this year
and became Clark's shadow during the cross-country season.
Whenever Clark crossed the
finish line, Schneider was sure
to follow. The two of them were
the best one-two punch in New
England cross-country.
During the winter track season, other stars came to the fore
as UNH continued to break

NANCY HOBBS

records. After the Cats had just
beaten Harvard, 70-35, Coach
Roberts said, "They keep rewriting the record book. We've only
had eight or nine meets in our
history, and on a day like this,
they still go crazy, breaking
records."
Hurdler Mary Ellen Letvinchuck was the star of the indoor
season as she dominated the
hurdle events, posting a blazing
8.7 seconds for the 60-yard hurdles.
Although the winter team was
7-0, it did suffer one big loss.
Roberts resigned her coaching
position to become coordinator
of track programs in her native
Australia.
Veteran track observers
thought this may spell the end of
UNH 's surging track team, but
interim coach Dave Robertson
did a fine job bringing them
through an undefeated winter
season and into an impressive
6-2 record outdoors.
Outdoors, the team continued
to sparkle. Freshman Cathy
Rosholt established herself as
one of the top weight throwers in
New England as she set UNH
records in the shotput (39'9")
and discus (133'4").
Senior Betsy Harris set five
UNH records and scored 16 of
the team 's 46 points in the New
Englands, while freshman Missy
Collins set school records in the
quarter and a half and finished
second at the New Englands in
the 800 meters with a 2.12 time.
This year, UNH runners raised
a few eyebrows.
145
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It was one of those roller coaster seasons for the men 's track
and cross-country teams.
The cross-country team
finished its dual meet season
w ith a respectable 5-4 record .
The team then placed an unsurprising fourth in the Yankee
Conference Championship s . But
then , unexpectedly , the team
took eighth in the New Eng lands
out of 31 teams. Coach John
Copeland said he would have
been happy if the team had
placed among the top 20.
The team was led by Guy

Stearns who jockied back and
forth with Mark Berman for the
role of the team 's number one
runner . Finally , Stearns emerged
as the leader with Berman the
follower.
In winter track, the team had a
strong 9-5 record, but faltered in
the championship meets, placing last in the Yankee Conference and 12th in the New Englands .
The team catalysts were the
35-pound weight throwing tandem of Alex Miller and Lou
Perazzo and sprinter John De-

mers.
Miller and Perazzo were both
around the 58 foot mark all season as Miller placed third in the
New Englands with a toss of
58'5½ " and Perazzo sixth with a
heave of 58' 1".
Demers maintained his sprinting ways, winning the 600 yard
dash at the Yankees with a time
of 1:11.5, which was second best
in New England at the time.
Unfortunately, Demers didn 't
get a chance to run in the New
Englands because he had a severe fever.

The spring season saw a hobbled Cats team finish under .500
and last in the Yankess. Perazzo,
Miller, and Demers continued to
star, though. During the dual
meet season, the Perazzo/ Miller
combination finished one-two in
every meet in the hammer throw.
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Traditionally, the month of
March comes in like a lion and
departs like a lamb. And so goes
the UNH men 's lacrosse team .
Under the coaching of Ted
Garber, the Wildcats started the
season with a firm hold on their
opponents. After dumping a
pesky Middlebury, 9-5, they
squeuked by the Boston College
Eagles, 10-9, with sophomore
John Fay contributing three
goals to the cause. Aided by
freshman Curt Shumway and
Mike Van Vleck, Fay led UNH to
an 11-7 victory over Tufts
University. Fay chalked up four
goals and assisted on four more
while Van Vleck had three goals
to his credit.
Their fire was snuffed out
shortly after when Dartmouth
walked over the Wildcats, 17-6,
handing UNH in its fourth
consecutive loss. And UMass,
coached by Garber's father,
gave UNH a sound thrashing
24-13, leaving the laxmen with a
7-5 season record.
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against average. Senior
The women's lacrosse team
was more successful than their tri-captain Beth Wheatley
notched the two tallies for UNH.
male counterparts. Undefeated
The women went into the New
in regular season play for the
England tournament at Penn
past three years, the Wildcats
State seeded second when
went on a rampage, leaving a
tragedy hit. Wildcat Sue
damaged Tufts (19-2),
Bridgewater (23-1), and Harvard Kilmister suffered a fatal seizure
(13-6) in its wake. Led by senior while preparing to face UMass in
a semi-final round . Obviously
tri-captain Kathy Sanborn, the
laxwomen managed to hold onto shaken by Kilmister's death ,
UNH dropped a 5-4 decision in
their unbeaten streak until a
the Minuteman's lap, later
powerful UMass team marched
over them, 9-2, chipping away at overcoming Yale, 5-3, to secure
a third place spot in the tourney.
senior goalie and tri-captain
Suzanne Rousseau's goals
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"ft was the best of times, it was the worst of times . .. it was the season of Light, it was the season of
Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had
nothing before us .. . "
- Charles Dickens
A Tale of Two Cities

Dickens would nave loved
UNH 's 1979 baseball team . It
compiled the best record ever by
a UNH team, 23-11 , and was a
top team in New England. But
when it came down to the final
vote, the ECAC selection
committee didn 't choose UNH to

go to the regional playoffs.
UMass went instead.
But amid the gloom and
despair wrought by that
decision , the team had plenty of
shining lights. The brother
tandem of senior Steve and
freshman Jim Wholley helped

on April 12, he no-hit the Huskies
of Northeastern , 1-0.
Brother Jim led the team in
hitting with a .383 average and in ·
runs batted in with 23. He was
named Yankee Conference
Rookie-of-the-Week several
times and was elected to the
second team YC All-Star squad.
UNH 's sole first team all-star
was senior center fielder Jeff
Whitty, who batted .327 and had
a .988 fielding percentage.
Whitty set a UNH record when he
stole the 31st base of his career
against Rhode Island .
Pitching was strong on this
year's baseball squad . The staff
was led by fireballing junior
Charl ie Jones (6-3, 2.34 ERA).
Jones struck out 57 batters in 61
2/3 innings.
Freshman Andy Adams posted
a record of 6-2 with a 2.62 ERA.
And senior Terry Williams also
tossed a no-hitter against Keene
. State to complement the one
Wholley had thrown seven days
earlier against Northeastern.
But the strongest UNH
baseball team of all time didn 't
make UNH tough.
Captain Steve Wholley proved make it to the playoffs . UConn,
Maine, UMass and Fairfield did .
to be as much a leader on the
So even though this season
baseball d iamond as he was as
was the best of times for UNH, it
quarterback on the football
team. His pitching record of 5-2 was still the worst of times.
and timely hitting kept UNH in
the thick of the playoff race. And
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How the mig hty are fallen.
The men 's tennis team entered
the season rid ing on the crest of
two straight Yan_kee Conference
Championships . The team
hadn 't lost since 1975, when it
dropped a match to Vermont.
Before the season began ,
coach Dwight Peters said the
team was one of the most
balanced he had ever coached .
" I'm pretty much satisfied with
the squad ," Peters said then .
The start was auspicious as
UNH beat a feisty Rhode Island
team , 6-3, and outclassed Maine,
7-2. It appeared that the team
was coasting to another
conference championship .
That was, until the UMass
Minutemen shot down the
Wildcats, 7-2, in the third match
of the season. That loss
foreshadowed the team 's
ultimate fate . The Cats managed
one more w in, 8-1 , over
Vermont, finishing the season at
3-2.
Then the Cats floundered in
the Yankee Conference
Championships, f inishing a
dismal fourth .
After the season, Peters , who
had announced his resignation
in September, left UNH to
become a manufacturing
representative for an automotive
parts firm .

At the beginning of the
season , the only thing
certain about the
women 's tennis team
was uncertainty.
Number one seed Judy
Luber and number three
seed Nancy Danker had
graduated and Judy
Wiles, a good player,
defected the ski team.
Coach Joyce Mills had a
mixture of old and new
talent, but she didn 't
know how strong the
team would be.
By season 's end , there
were no more questions.
The team coalesced into
what Mills says is UNH 's
best women 's tennis
team ever.
The team , 8-2 for the
season , finished fifth in
the New England
Championship s out of 46
teams. That 's the highest
the team has ever
finished .
UNH 's only losses
came at the hands of
Boston University and
Dartmouth .
Against BU, the team
played one of its best
matches of the season,
but lost 5-4.
Dartmouth, the
eventual New England
champion , dismembered
UNH , 9-0.
The team was led by
number one seed junior

Pam Smith and the
doubles team of seniors
Nancy Veale and Jocelyn
Berube.
Veale and Berube
scored eight of the
Wildcat 's 22 points in the
New England
Championship s and
Smith was a top-notch
first seed all season as
UNH beat tough schools
such as Boston College,
Holy Cross, and UConn.
ART :
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Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
I am miserable. All the miles don 't seem worth it
anymore. I lie to my running friends to save face and
members of my track club snicker behind my back. I
hate admitting the problem , but I'm an unfulfilled
runner.
You see, after pounding the pavement
c?nscientiously week in and week out for nearly
eight years, I've never achieved a runner's high.
Oh, I've tried everything: running down quiet
country lanes at midnight beneath a full moon,

wearing 'Running is a Natural High ' t-shirts of every
conceivable color and transcendent pattern. Lately,
I've taken to sniffing trailer truck exhaust.
Nothing.
I can't cope with running with friends anymore.
We get about ten miles out and their faces become
etched with ecstasy, transformed by the rapture of
running . Their shoes barely touch the earth and
their breathing is full and slow. It looks like they're
receiving mystic revelations from Mercury,
quickening their pace as they run towards forever.
Me? I plod ahead, chest heaving, feeling like my
shoes are filled with mercury as I try to keep up with
them.
I can 't take it anymore. And the peer pressure is
unbearable. Why, just last week, I met a couple of
runners who have been running for less than two
months and they claimed they became one with the
universe during their first five-mile run .
They looked at me like I committed strange and
unnatural acts with Nikes when I said I had never
experienced a runner's high.
Is there something wrong with me? Should I try
new shoes? New orthotics? A new running
magazine?
And the dreams - God, the dreams. Last night, I
dreamed I ate five pairs of waffle trainers while
sitting on top of Mount Everest.
Is the problem physical or psychological? Oh ,
please help me. I'll still run, but it just won't be worth
it unless I can feel that natural, intoxication flush
steal over me like a warm spring day.
Yours desperately ,
An Unfulfilled Runner
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or weeks, Rex worked with Jack, who
was, at times, a reluctant pupil. He filled
him with the philosophy of Plato, the
mathematical theories of Pythagoras, and
the literary works of Faulkner, Hemingway,
and Shaw.
With all this work, Jack's grades were still
improving very slowly. The studying was
secondary to play, a past-time he was more
willing to dedicate his time to. Rex, on the
other hand was unbending, remaining loyal
to his books and his job. As the days wore
on , the battle became stronger. Each
became more adamant, wanting to preserve
the lifestyle he preferred. The more Jack
went out with his friends, ignoring the
books, the harder Rex pushed the studying
and submerging himself in his reading .
When exam time came, Jack relied on Rex
for a full night of cramming information .
Each time, Rex warned that his
frivolousness would most certainly create a
problem when he sought a job after college.

160

Jack placated the little bookworm, telling
that, it will all be over forever."
him it was merely an acute case of
"So soon. So brave, " sighed Rex, trying
"sen ioritis."
desperately to conceal his sorrow from the
Rex eyeballed Jack with suspicion,
sick boy. "In that case, I think you should
looking for a hint of illness. The young man celebrate . . . oh, perhaps that is a poor
did not look tired, and he was always
choice of wording. You should enjoy
popping those little pills to keep awake,
yourself during these last days, before it is
thought Rex. He then scolded himself for
too late."
nagging this poor youth, a victim of a
Jack didn't understand the reason for this
disease he had never heard of. Perhaps it is change of attitude in his book-loving friend
one of those rare tropical maladies, he
but he was grateful for a break from the
thought, and went to consult a medical
pestering that had made up a large part of
textbook in the library. Finding nothing
their relationship. As they completed
about senioritis, Rex became more
another chapter on the Great Depression,
concerned with his friend 's health. That
Jack pulled out another text to continue
night, as they were preparing for a history
preparing for the exam, but Rex would not
exam, Rex watched Jack, whose eyes were permit the sickly student to spend all his
bloodshot and underscored by large bags. time studying . He suggested an evening out
"Jack," he said , "I want to make your last with his friends, an idea that needed little
days here enjoyable ."
prodding to be accepted by Jack. He picked
" I still have about a month left, " answered up his jacket and went off to meet his
Jack, casually. "I've got until the second
buddies at Scorpio's for a few beers while
week of May before I have to worry. After
Rex remained home, fretting and pacing .
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nursing

jeffrey b. lennox
hydrology
douglas h. lenz
chemical engineering

peter m. lester
administration
margaret h. letson
nursing

arthur j. lessard
mechanical ei,gineering
joy c. lesser
hotel administration

charles levesque
forest resources
richard c. levis
administration
ri chard b. lewis iii
psychology

kimberly a. libsch

maryellen lindsey

nursing

food service mngmnt.

leah p. lincoln

jeffrey r. lipes

communication disorders

recreation admin .

karen a. lindsay
occupational therapy

lea m. littlefield
social service

david j. livermore
parks & recreation

april j. livingston

william j. logue

plant sci ./animal science

administration

nancy h. loeb
psychology

sheryl a. longchamps
consumer studies

susan j. longley

joel e. lorden

social service

civ . eng ./economics

kenneth lorance

wendy j . lougee

physical education

economics

stephanie lorant

james a. love

communications

zoology

jane a. lucier

occupational therapy

susan j. ludwig
fine arts

leeann lucier
social work

peter o. luthi

douglas b. ludwig

thomas I. lutz
forestry

chemistry/ administration

elec. engineering

james m. lyle

suzanne e . lynch

administration

english

margaret a. lyle

kevin w . lynds
administration

administration

jeffrey c. lynch
economics

themas I. macaronas
health admin . & planning

kim a. macdonald

catriona c. maccormick
math ./economics

animal science/admin.

randolph a. macdonald
forestry

peter e. maccready

psychology

emily m. machon

psychology

gordon w. macintosh
computer science
patricia m. maciolek
animal science

jane e. madden
mathematics

dale e. maclachlan
psychology

judith a. mahoney

david a. maclean
administration

animal sci./pre-vet.
catherine makris
communication disorders

diana m. macvane
nursing

hugh w. mallett
linguistics

g lenn a. man chester
resource econ./business

connie I. mallon
environmental conserv.

david g . mangan

albert w. maltais

chris m. mangini
animal sci./pre-vet.

general studies

administration

karen I. mann
plant science
leslie e. man uel
english
susan v. maranhas
communication disorders

nancy c. marcoux
spanish

janice m. marquis
music education

karen e. marini
animal science

susan marquis
medical technology
david m. marshal!
administration/sociology

kenneth r. martin
animal science

marlene d. mason
mathematics

kimberly martin
communication disorders

patricia g. masse
psych./social service

donna j. marton
communication disorders

samantha m. masse
social service

carol c. mather
recreation admin.

george a. matthews
geology

g. xavier mathews
spanish

d. elizabeth mauro
geology

dorothy a. matott
english

richard w. maus
biochem./zoology

james c. mayhew
administration

susan I. mavris
computer science

steven j. mayo
administration

richard d. maxwell
zoology

candace j. mazzaschi
home ec./pre-school ed .
jeanne e. mazzola
administration
jane c. mcbride
botany

julie a. mccann
administration

kevin c. mccarthy
administration

kevin r. mccann
civil engineering

shauna I. mccarthy
social service

karen I. mccarthy
environmental conserv.

mary mcgovern
psychology

mary a. mcintyre
studio art

patrice mcgovern
health admin. & planning

karen I. mckeen
math ./computer science

karen a. mccormick
social service

robert k. mcdonald
administration

lisa m. mccrone
physical education

michelle m. mcdonald
home economics

catherine c. mccullum
social service

sean p. mcdonnell
physical educati on

donald e. mclachlan
resource economics

roderic mclaren
chemical engineering

linda a. mclaughlin
plant science

kathy I. mclaughlin
merchandisnig

nancy I. mclaughlin
home ec./consumer ed.
susan j . mclaughlin
administration
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megan mclean

studio art
sheila a. mcnally
animal science
marina h. mcnicholas
soc. serv./bus. admin .

deborah m. meninno

karen a. mcphillips
psychology

occupational therapy

michael m. mehring
chemical engineering
erlinde a. meier

occupational therapy

john r. miller
administration

gerald g. mi chael
mechani cal engineering

luc inda I. midgley
nurs ing

katherine I. miner

youth drama/theater
janice a. mirabassi

psych ./social service

john w . miller
economi cs
william h. milne
math ./economics

jean m. monahan
social work
laura I. monica
social work

james j. mirabella
sociology

terence r. monmaney

ann m. montanaro

tracey l. mooney

psych ./social work
dawn s. moody
environmental conserv.
kev in g. mooney
hotel administration

biochemistry

anthropology
kathryn m. moore
psychology
steven b. moore

health admin. & planning

dean d. moreau

psychology
janet I. moreau

psychology
gary I. morel
econ ./health admin.

patti I. morrison

kim s. morneau
hotel administration

sociology
trances i. morse
communication disorders
lynne a. morse
social service

sharon k. moulton

sociology
constantine moundalexis
political science
susan d. movsesian

english

lee f. mulready
math. education

lael m. moynihan
cons. studies/sec. ed .
mark c. mu llen
animal science

arthur e. muller
mechanical engineering

christopher j. murphy
resource economics

deborah j. munson

sharon m. murphy

computer science

consumer studies

wendy I. murdoch

e\aine murray

animal science

english

jayne e. murray
communication disorders
joan m. murray
psych .Isac. service

jody I. nasson
psych ./business

james h. neal
administration

dorothy a. neary
psych ./biochemistry

benn ie c. nelson
p re-vete rinary med .

jean e. nelson
psychology

betsey I. nellis
stud io art

robert a. nerbonne
business administration
thomas a. nerbonne
music education
giulia a. nesi
social service

c laudia a. nesmith
communi cation disorders
helen r. ness
psychology

jeffrey g. newcomb
administration

melissa nicoll
history

andrew h. nilssen
admin ./elec . engineering

michael c. nikitas
political science

ronald k, noble
admin ./economics

john p. norris
administration

laura e. o'connell
administrati on

mary e. norris
animal science

susan m. o'connell
administrati on

annette f . oberh auser
english

maureen o'leary
medical technology
kristina w. oleson
political science
sara m. oliver
nursing

scott f. olson
animal scien ce

patricia a. orlando
nutrition

joan b. ordway
mathematics

melissa b. o'neil
math . edu cation

jacqueline m. oros
administration

karen I. o'soro

animal science
h. sharon ossenbruggen
fine arts

michele ottati
mathematics

maryclai paicopolis
zoology/ nursing
cheryl b. palmer
communication disord.ers

timothy b. palmer
forest resources

william s. pancoast
administration

maria papa_ioanou

richard d. pan o
physical education

thomas j. pappas

everett w. parhiala
elec. engineering

michael d. patsos
psychology

lynn a. parker
administration

linnea m. pedersen
mathematics

pre-school education
poli. sci./economics

robert e. pelletier
administration

pamela d. penney
occupational therapy

sylvia pensavalle
nursing

bonnie I. perkins
plant science
catherine perkins
administration

john h. perkins
zoology
ruth e. perkins
animal scien ce

stephen j. perna
administration

william I. perocchi
administration

david g. peterson

william c. peterson
forest resources

economics

ellen a. petersen
political science
ann f. peterson
hotel administration

karen petroski
administration

christine m. pezzuto

occupational therapy

barbara s. petruso

dwight t. pfunJstein

plant science

environmental conserv.

kevin j. petty
food service mngmnt.

jean m. phelan
spanish

cyrstal I. philbrick

albert j . picardi
admini stration

social work

richard e. phillips

frederick m. picini , jr.
elec. & comp. engineering

michael a. piccus
economics

economics

richard a. pierce
administration

peter j. pietraszek, jr.

wayne r. pierce
mechanical engineering

sharon I. pigula

economics
mathematics

david a. pilla
wildlife management

richard m. pimpis
administration

carole a. pinkham
animal scien ce

elizabeth plummer
administration

seema b. poll
administration

ronald r. poirier

poli . sci./economics

dana a. poris

psychology
cheryl m. portaluppi
mathematics
andrea m. porter

geography

tom potter

charles r. porter
administration

administration

jan b. potter
psychology

robert s. potterton
hydrology

stephen d. potter

daniel p. poulin
administration

administration

elizabeth a. poulin

perry k. pratt

admin ./economics

environmental conserv.

mary lou previte
home ec./consumer studies

david p. proper

timothy j. prendergast

environmental conserv.

environmental conserv.

claire m. proulx
social work

michael t. przekaza

elec. eng . technology
gary r. pulkkinen
forestry

michael s. putnam
hotel administration

mohammed rachedine
ele c. engineering

richard a. radley
administration
james randazzo , jr.
admin ./economics

davld m. rawson
mechanical engineering

cath leen m. raymond
environmental conserv.

elizabeth h. ray
administration

lisa p. raymond
nutrition
nancy I. reilly
english

dominic r. renda
zoology

patricia m. rhodes
psychology

susan j. rennie
soil science

judith m. richards
social service

catherine e. reusch
zoology

barbara j. richardson
social service

lisa a. richmond
psychology

stephen e. ricker
spanish

linda m. richter
biocliemistry

bradley c. rickenback
chemical engineering

russell w. rieth
ad ministration/ history

michele m. robbins
business administration

david I. ritchie
resource economics

donna I. roberts
home ec ./secondary ed .

carolyn j . roantree
hotel administration

jane robertson
classics

herbert I. robinson

history

verone e . robertson

geology
gail j. robinson
spanish

carolann k. rodriguez

james t. robinson
computer science

political science

monica a. roche
administration

paul n. rogers
conservation/business

nancy a. rodgers
hotel administration

martin j. rooney
econ ./political science

susannah c. rogerson
food service mngmnt.

barbara rosenberger
hotel administration

judith a. rohrer
bus./communications

brian I. ross
recreation admin.

elizabeth rollins
history

dean w. rowe
administration

david r. roy
recreation & parks admin.

leigh royer
studio art
g retchen c. rule
chemistry

andrea j. sachs

john r. rung
forestry

occupational therapy

laurel s. rusch

michael h. sacks

english

management

carol r. sadofsky
english

wilfredo j. saldarriaga
elec. engineering
anne k. sales
environmental conserv.
carolyn c. sands

psychology

lisl Sanford

richard r. sarcione

communications

mathematics

catherine a. santom
nursing
susan m. saraiva
administration

frederick v. c. savage
administration

michael e. scavotto
hotel administration

maryann sawtelle

william h. schefer

psychology

social work

james i. scamman , jr.

ira I. scherr
psych ./communications

math ./philosophy

andrew w. schneider
math ./comp . science
anne m. schofield

psych ./comm. disorders

kathryn b. schofield
anthropology
richard a. schondelmeier
forest resources

ralph p. schott ii
sociology

randall b. schroeder

margaret schultz
consumer studies

renee j. schulenberg
administration

pamela j . scontsas
early childhood education

laurie c. schulte
hotel administration

barbara j. scott
english

ed ward t. scot!
political sci en ce
barbara j. scruton
re creatio n admin .
melissa b. se award s
art

debra s. segal

pame\a r. seekins

so cial service

nursing

deborah a. selder
administration
diane m. senecal
administration

jeremy p. sharer
mechani cal engineering

carol I. servetnick
plant science

garry a. sharon
animal science

susan k. shahgholi
health admin . & planning

lorraine shaw
applied animal scien ce

nathaniel c. shambaugh
zoology

jared b. sherman

keith f. shea
admin./political sci.

mechanical engineering

valerie r. shea

barbe j. shorey
home ec./pre-school ed .

sociology
jeffrey d. sheehy
administration

john a. sinclair

spanish
debra a. sirois

comm ./theater
marybeth si rvi ris
social service

julia r. sistare
animal science
william r. skinner
occupational education

margaret e. small
occupational therapy

al(sa m. smith
microbiology

deborah
.
elec en _a . smith
·
gmeering

bernard a s .
ad ministr8ti:th

kevin j. smith
psychology

~~~yl a. smi_th
puter science

r. brian smith
zoology

katherin .
home er. snow
.
ec. education
Julia I. sn
sociolog/der

john e. sond .
botany/plant eJathol ogy

carol j so
theate;/en~1~~

~~n0dJ I. spies
./administration

cynthia j s
occupaf · pad one
ional therapy

anita m
.
studio ,;,;'piessbach

holly e. s a
.
linguistic~ ngenoerg

michael st · germain
zoology
g_l~ria st. on
CIVIi eng ·meering
ge

pat a. stanchi
econ ./hotel aJmin.

roger w st ephenson
zoology.

daniel
forestrya . stepanauskas

sharon
consum.1 stevens
er studies

jill I. _stephens
adm1nrstration

adrian sof
administr~;i:oulos

sheryl I. stevens
consumer stevens

robert p. sticca
microbiology
herbert w. stolzenburg
wildlife management

kath leen I. strong
microbiolog)'

andrew j. strauss

general studies
loretta m. strobel
health ad min. & planning
betsy I. strong
english

alton w. suosso , jr.
administration

kevin p. sullivan

history/economics
margaret i. sullivan

forest technology
nancy sullivan
animal science

paul h. sussman
civil engineering

marcia j. swinson
social service

shelley swearingen
medical technology

cheryle a. symonds
microbiology
gregory f. sysyn
administration

lisa m. tabak
zoology
frederick d. taft
computer science

neil taitel
administration

linn r. tanzman

karen tardy

administration

communication disorders

deborah e. tapscott

pamela e. tarr
occupational therapy

social service

paul n. tassinari
civil engineering

debra o. taylor
botany

linda k. tayl or

will iam h. teschek
history

communications

j ohn r. teague
economics

joanne m . terrill

english

joy a. testa
social work
donna j. textor
nursing
laurie a. thacker

occupational therapy

john e. thompson
wildlife management

annette I. thoits
applied animal science
chnthia a. thoits
mathematics

william r. themas
animal science

elizabeth thorns

peter m. thurston
history

communications

susan I. thorne

biology education

debra j. tillotson
psychology

brian s. tilton
civil engineering

paul g. tishkevich
administration

debra s. tirrell
pre-veterinary med .

nabil i. tmeizeh
elec. engineering

christine a . todaro
math . education

martha p. toll
resource economics

madison I. toms
hotel administration

elizabeth a. tormay
pre-school education

sylvia I. towle
psychology

audrey tortolani
administration

sheila I. tremblay .
home ec./pre-school ed .

kathi m. toy
administration
joyce I. trebino
math ./economics

susan turner

steven a. tremblay
civil technology

social service

elizabeth a. trillich
animal science

elizabeth a. twinem
music

rick a. trombly
classics

david w. urann
chemistry

peter h. vanberkum
plant science

sherrylynn valicenti
physical education

richard j. vantine
administration

thomas e. van note
mathematics

john I. vatistas
elec . engineering

toni m. vatcher
mathematics

ann c. vermette
zoology/pre-dentistry

michael e. vayda
biochem ./zoology

cheryl m. vermette
home ec./nutrition & diet.

dalia m. vidunas
psych ./social service

robert I. visnick
zoology/oceanography
elizabeth s. vogler
home economics
james vogt
elec . engineering

virginia s. vornberger
mechanical engineering
marcia I. wagner
home economics

charles b. wakely
communications

patricia j. waldman
administration

kathleen a. walsh
ad min istration/english

david i. walls
mechanical engineering
elizabeth a. walsh
computer science

joseph a. walz iii

paula k. ward

mechanical engineering

consumer studies

catherine a. ward
economics

english teaching

elizabeth s. ward

john p. warner

administration

zoology

suzanne ward

jennifer b. warren

medical technology
nancy I. watt
occupational therapy

maureen r. warren
nutrition & dietetics

nancy I. weil

anthropology
june w. wehrly
administration

donald d. welch
resource economics

graham d. waiter
mechanical engineering

ri chard b. wel ch
adm inistratio n

paul c. wermuth
mechanical engineering

beth h. weston
wildlife management

beth a. wheatley
physical edu cation

nancy j. westwater
communication disorders

jean c. whipple
physical education
jeffrey I. whitaker
food service management

andrew e. white
mechanical engineering

i .
michael r. whitney

james m. white
history/economics

wildlife management
david m . whittemore

jeffrey r. white
food service management

geology

deborah a. whitehair
plant science

bonnie h. wiener
social service

\
jane e. wildes
nursing

kathleen a. willhauck

alfred d. wiles
hotel administration

nursing

judith a. wiles

sandra j. williams
merchandising/retailing

mechanical engineering

arlene I. wilson

joyce I. winders

psychology

hotel administration

scott r. wilson
chem ical engineering

david h. wing
psychology

laureen a. winn
social service

christopher a. winter
sociology

mary e. wisher
english

roger e. winn
plant science

donald I. wohlfarth
history
ivan e. wolfe
psychology

peter d. wood
administration

david c. wright
administration
gary d. wright
communications

steven s. woodward
administration
nancy a. wrage
music education
katherine k. wrench
music theory

michael t. wulftange
economics
june m. wurtele
communication disorders

eric j. yacknowitz
hotel administration

timothy j. zappala
chemical engineering

claire d. young
home economics

kathy I. zefting
music education

fried a w. yueh
admin ./economics

holly i. zenor
psychology
john e. zipper
civil engineering
aldren r. zove
plant science

T

here will be a brief intermiss ion to our
story while Rex goes to the bathroom .
For your reading pleasure in the meantime ,
we present yet another episode of " Fools
On Parade." Tonight, at an elite gallery in a
suburb of an unnamed metropol is, Reginald
Owen Smythe Ill, famed womanizer and
cock fighter, encounters the winner of the
National Spine-Bending Competition and
former poster child for the SPCA, Rodney
Wiggins.
Our scene opens on a stately gent
(Smythe) perusing the latest work of Lazio
Grzmecki, the Lithuanian fishmongerturned-sculpto r. Smythe , noticing a small
pile of manure beside the sculpture , steps
away, fearing his dog may be the culprit, although little Fifi died in an elevator crash
four years prior to the incident in question.
Wiggins stumbles over to Smythe, leaving
in his wake a trail of cellophane candy
wrappers rolled into little balls. He stares at
the Grzmecki sculpture, turning his head
sideways for a different angle and then , demonstrating his natural talent, bends backwards, peeking through his parted legs.

Smythe, slightly revolted , steps away, plac- clock in its belly, is particula rl y appealing to
i ng his left foot firmly in the droppings .
the cultural sophisticate, Smythe , a
" Gad!! " he cries , in a high-pitched squeal. longtime member of the Hoboken Art Guild.
" Look what you 've made me do, you blither- He walks around the statue , stroking hi s
ing mud turtle!"
chin and rubbing the back of his neck as he
Wiggins, still knotted up, looks squarely at ponders the delicate curves of the work .
the situation and after a moment realizes he
Once again , he finds a small pile of canine
is being blamed for the clumsiness of the
feces at the base of the sculpture . Avoiding
pompous Smythe. Withdrawing his head
the mound , he steps back to admire the fine
from between his kneecaps, Wiggins
work and finds himself once more next to
straightens up to the best of his ability. He the human pretzel, Wiggins . The two exlooks at Smythe and then down at the soi led change nary a glance , but Rodney resumes
shoe, a shiny black Oxford .
his twisted stance , causing Smythe to step
" Sir," says Wiggins, bearing himself pro- back again in disgust, whereupon his right
udly, " if you will silence yourself, I shall ref- shoe lands in the droppings .
rain from summoning the curator."
" Blast! " yells the enraged Smythe .
Wiggins then pulls up his garters , pops a " You 've done it to me once more , you mindpiece of chewing tobacco in his mouth , and less , blundering oaf! "
strolls down the aisle of the gallery, stop" You, sir, " responds Wiggins from his
ping at the water fountain to lap up a few
bent stance, " have no regard for t rue art. "
drops .
And with that, he tumbles down the hallSmythe is aghast but manages to regain
way and out the door, leaving Reginald
his composure. Removing the left shoe, he Owen Smythe Ill standing shoeless by a pile
continues on his way , hobbling to the next of canine droppings.
piece of sculpture by the masterful
Grzmecki. This one, a bronze doggy with a
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T

he alarm clock began clang ing at seven .
Jack rolled over with his head still
buried underneath a pillow , and groped for
the noisemaker that was creating
thunderous echoes in his pounding head.
His mouth was begging for a cold drink but
the thought of putting more liquid in his
body made his stomach jump in revolt.
Rex crawled onto Jack 's pillow and
whispered into his ear, trying to rouse him
from his pained state. Jack could only groan
in response.
" The poor boy," thought Rex . " He's
deteriorating quickly now ."
Slowly, Jack dragged himself from the
bed , first sitting up to test his balance and
then checking his legs to see if they would
still support his weighty body. Ho lding onto
the closet, the desk , and anything else he
could find , he made his way to the mirror.
Avo iding contact with his reflection , he
grabbed a bar of soap , his toothbrush, and a
twisted tube of Crest, and headed for the
bathroom.
Witnessing the sad scene, Rex felt a lump
in his throat. After only two months , he had
become fond of Jack and felt inadequate
during the boy 's true time of need . His only
offering , his knowledge, had proved
ineffective . All he could do to help the dear

youth was to get him through these
meaningless exams to provide Jack with
more leisure time.
Within ten minutes , Jack returned,
looking slightly more awake but still
groaning and rubbing his throbb ing head.
He dressed slowly, careful not to make any
fast movements or loud noises. The sound
of his zipper was nearly enough to make his
mind pop.
When he felt steadier, he made his way to
the dining hall where he guzzled down four
glasses of watered-down orange juice and a
Pepsi . The smell of the eggs nauseated him
and he headed for his exam , w ith Rex
silently sobbing in his pocket.
Jack was early to class and took his usual
seat in the back row where he could lean his
aching head against the wall for support.
The other students straggled in , looking
only a little more lively than Jack. Carol
Perucchio slid in and sat next to Jack. She
was wearing the same worn-out Indian skirt
she had been wearing for a week. A pair of
scuffed work boots peeked out from
beneath the tattered hem of her skirt. And it
was quite obvious to those that sat near her
that Carol had no use for either a razor or a
bar of soap , or a bra, for that matter.
Grumbling about the sexism in American

history books, Carol opened her notebook
and perused her scribbled notes .
Running into the room three steps ahead
of the professor was Wenda Swinson , an
attractive blonde from California who had
made it a habit to sit next to Jack , a habit
that was quite pleasing to Jack . She swept
by him , glancing at Carol, and sat on the
other side of him .
" Are you ready for this one? " she asked in
a low tone .
"I don 't know. To tell the truth , I don 't
really care ," he answered with a smile .
" A little touch of senioritis , eh? "
" You bet. A few more weeks and I' ll be out
of here , never to return. "
Rex was listening to the conversation ,
restraining a flood of tears , and heard
Wenda , too , confess that she had a to uch of
the disease. In fact , he heard her say , most
of her friends seemed t o be overc ome by
senioritis. But, she added , it was typ ical of
this time of year with graduation day closing
in and the college years com ing to an end .
Throughout the exam, Rex worried about
the apparent outbreak of senioritis. He was
still confused as to the cause and decided to
pose a few delicate questions concerning
the matter after the pressure of the exam
was lifted .
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STU-DENT noun 1. A person engaged in a
course of study; especially one in a
secondary school , college or university. 2.
One who closely examines or investigates;
one devoted to study. See synonyms under
SCHOLAR . (Fr. Latin studeo , be dilligent).
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A Horizontal Row
By Sue Movsesian

W

ebster's Collegiate Dictionary has twenty-three definitions for the word " line."
There are Iines of credit, I ines of
vision , lines of scrimmage , and
lines of cocaine (some lines are
better than others). A person can
be in line, out of line, can walk a
straight line (or not) , can drop a
line, or read between the l ines.
There are bread lines , headlines ,
hem lines, and hot lines .
There are lines on the highways for passing and there are
lines for making passes, both of
which have to be updated occasionally or risk being ignored .
There are fine lines , front lines,
and family lines. All serve a purpose of some sort.
But after four years at this institution of higher education , I
have found still another line , not
quite as functional as those
others. It is the line a UNH student finds whenever he wishes
to buy a ticket for a special event,
eat in the dining halls , register
for classes, buy texts at book

.,,,,
rush , or get into a hockey game .
In a word , daily.
Survival at the University of
New Hampshire requires a penchant for late-night studying , a
taste for beer, and the patience
to stand in one line after
another. The latter is every bit as
important as the other two . Developing the tolerance for this

dull task is an art in itself - unfortunately, we are ·not all artistically inclined .
To begin with, there are those
mild-mannere d students who
will just give in and wait in the
endless lines but they are a
minority, a small group of
down-trodden youths just trying
to get through the four years of

college without making waves.
These are the same people who
don 't return rare steaks in restaurants when they ordered
well-done. And they are the ones
who wear the ugly tie or blouse
that Aunt Martha sends every
Christmas, so as not to offend
her, even though she lives out in
Wisconsin .

At the other end of the spectrum is the impatient person who
feels a compulsion to cut in line,
no matter how short the wait
may be. This is the type who
races a little old lady to grab the
last available seat on the bus, or
would just as soon hit a pedestrian as stop for him . He lacks
subtlety, tact, and a sense of
common courtesy and manners.
He plows into line with no regard
for the others behind him, makes
good use of his elbows, and has
not yet learned the words "Excuse me, " but rather only
" comin ' through. " This character usually requires a large build
to be able to support such a demeanor.
Next, there is the type who
doesn 't care to wait in line but
lacks the gall or the physical
stature to be so bold as the
aforementioned brute.
Therefore, he must find a more
subtle way of slipping into the
li ne without catch ing anyone's
attention , as a single heckler
may arouse the wrath of the
entire group, hence, a domino
effect. The best way of achieving
this goal is to search out a
familiar face in the line, even
remotely familiar (" remember, I
punched your ticket once over at
Huddleston? " ), and to " chum
up. " If this is impossible,
assum ing you are either quite
the loner or simply unpopular,
you may slip into the midst of the
throng under the pretense of
looking for somebody. The body
stays in the line, the eyes
continue to search above the
heads for someone who is not

there, avoiding the glance of the the daily wait? Is there a way to
turn those dull, unproductive
disturbed bystanders.
minutes into time well spent?
of
middle
the
in
Somewhere
Maybe.
the
is
range
this character
If you are the type who engrumbler. The grumbler has
most likely cut into many a line joyed word games during those
long family trips in the Volkswabut is aghast when he is no
gen, perhaps you would be satislonger the cutter and becomes
the cuttee . He is most often the fied with reading the labels on
the clothing of the people in
first one to speak up when he
spies a body sneaking in front of front of you (and while you 're at
it, count how many people have
him in the line. If his vocal
their clothes on inside out). Or
harassment brings no shouts
iNC

about the other waiters in the
line. Take a good look at your
victim . Give him a name, a home
town , a seedy past. Think of his
mother's maiden name. Did he
hate his father? And if he is with
a lady friend , let your mind wander .. .
There are many quick little
exercises you can d o when you
feel your endurance waning.
Close your eyes and try to remember what color your under-

"--,;... .ll
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you could try to guess the brand wear are , or for the gents, the
from the crowd, he grumbles,
mumbles, moans, and curses the of shampoo , soap , deodorant, or color of the stripes on the band
perpetrator until he has satisfac- perfume of the nearest person . of your shorts. Spell your name
backwards. Spell your sister's
This can be an entertaining
torily nagged the person to
game, but in many cases, the in- name backwards. Tap out the
near-death.
terest may dwindle as the place beat of your favorite tune with
What this woeful group of
miscreants has in common is a gets hotter, or with victims who your kneecaps. Recite multiplido not indulge in such frivolous cation tables in Latin .
dislike for lines, obviously, or
If all of these tactics fail to
purchases as soap or deodorant.
more specifically, the waiting your sanity while waiting in
keep
more
toward
If your mind runs
the long, wasted moments of
lines, do what I do. Cut.
those
you
creative entertainment,
idle chatter.
stories
How then does one deal with might try concocting
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PARKER, CLARK ASSOC.

SPECIALIZES IN
ACCOUNTANT PLACEMENTS
ALL POSITIONS FEE PAID
TAX ACCOUNTANT
To S30K
Top bank. Large public eXI). CPA pr~
!erred. E~ln compliance, slate, local
1:ai1/i~~Lur~tv.
To S30K
Construction/ rea l estate. Roslyn L. I.
Prev RE & supvsrv eXI). Advance.
ACCTG MGR
To $30K
~;p;,.~n'/ic,&,";1!~~iv~lg 8 eX1>er1ence
AUDIT SUPVSR
S26K
wrc~Jut\SftJlTCO. Degree 2 yem~
Transportafion co. Prev PYblic nee.
Divers duties Include budgets, super~}sliH'l:'ft proj . Advance. To S20K
MOTION PIX co. 2 years + exp. Previ~¥l~'l/'1'c"&'0MftJ?ferred. To S18K
~01:,ern~~i ~~~- i~~ co. Degree.
TXx ArcouNTANf
To S18K
La:~~ffeJU~~re l~m~:. co. Deg.
fhis is a partial listing ol our openings.
For further Information call :
(212) 697-6996

r

PARKER, CLARK Assoc.

AOMINASST

Fee Paid agency

Best Seller

$15,600-17,000

~~ ~~ o~:J~z~ir"~~~
municahon & admin ski lls,schedule
~~~~~-nr.c~r~lt~'e'fi~ ::.Typing &
Publishing
$14,000
NO STENO
book publishing 11sn.:i:!:t r,;e:t1glous
editorial
·
Including r
new manuscri
or
media eXI> nee.Also
typing for
key SI)()!. Excellentpatentlal ...

ADVERTISING

ACCT EXEC

ASSISTANT
TO TREASURER

BOOKKEEPER
Accounts Payable
TELLERS
NEW ACCOUNTS CLERKS
Call (516) 764-1600 Ext 203 or write, inf!~:~~~ mri,y~WX{Und location pr~
An EQual Oppartunity Employer

EDEN, 685-8600

Laventhol & Horwath, an lnl'I CPA
me~f
ndii;'/fu'~~r~1
5 years Publrc eX1>, We offer a highly
competitive wage & benefit package in
g,"oC:~f!1,~:v~r."~hi!0~~~sl~iJ~

oro"!l'fi~t~rf

~i~~~~~:,gco':,t:Oi'~f,~ f~~1::Ji~Y,m';

St.

2 hours of either Phila or Baltimore/
~~~i~fo~ard resume & salary In confidence to or call :
Mr. Brown or Verdekal
agency

697-0100

blic

SPECIALIZES IN
BOOKKEEPING PLACEMEHTS
OFC MGR/ ACCT
To $26M
Jamaica Queens Union deductions.
i~~~Wl'7ccorp tax. OPPOrluf~'tis,oso
G/L lhru T/ B. Learn EDP. Bnfts
BOOKKEEPER F/ C
To $15,000
BKKPi0~fsiW~'il'fpany. °'fo\13,000
Diverse.Oe"-ltsl4,000
EDP, bank recs. Advancement
This is a partial listing of our OPenings.
For further information call:

PARKER, CLARK Assoc.

Z6210TIMES

545 5 Av (45 St) Suite 1009 agencv
BOOKKEEPER Full Charge and Assis

FEES PAID
BKKPR-A/ R$11-13,000

J~~~ c~'l'lo~~nr~:i" ~~~itM'~c~~s
full charge tenant receivable bkkpr:
Administer tenant billing (ADP exp
helptul)-tenant conlacl-securitv •
sits-Ieas Inv-<!i Sl)Ossesses-reconcl11 al, on
of cash r~ei\'1~;.
371 _2525

m91: of th
ln(Uv sho
preferably

oroanizat10

sense and a

%

THE ONE ANO ONLY

BOOKKEEPERS
UNLIMITED

AGENCY
505 FIFTH AVENUE (42nd)
oxJ~l.1,,8J~iiiceMfirs·1:xd~s~';l;°'

BOOKKEEPER

~;,StT/hN
only
AdminlS
Coordinat
Deal wit
Check exl
and reco
mllar ba
~wreac~
Paid. T
342 Madi

K

BKKPR/SECY

LAVENTHOL & HORWATH

Independent motion picture distributor
needs Bkkpr/Secy/Cashier. Location E.
SO'S. Exp pretd. $175--225. Call :
355-0210

2102 N. Front St, Harrisburg Pa 17110
CPA
cer-

Parker, Clark Assoc ·

(212)697-6996

Come in 8: 30-5:-m u ... - ..1 .... c:..i .. ._ ..

Suite 1009

SRs & SUPERVISORS-TAX

2600

t~itC~~~any.

and detail
agency focuses
on I
lication an
sources. In
TIRED OF THE BIG CITY?
should refl
exPosure a
SR. ACCOUNTANTS-AUDIT ~rNoJse
sume &

5455 Av(45 St)
ACCOUNTANT

.lllUU Help Wanted
BOOKK EEPERS

Dt'lfl Hdlllt:11

(717) 232-1801

i-

BOOKKEEPER ASSISTANT

A/P. For youth service center In Ma
hattan. EXI> in bank reconciliation
~~r-i1~~nxh~,\a~r J~J~~~~r°'~:
fer to Z3925 TIMES. Equal Ol)l)Ortunl
employer

untancy-Mlr1p2/ eXI) Pub/Pvt F/
DEPENDABLE PERSONNEL
E 42 St (at Mad) agency 867-6565

BOOKKEEPER

ACCOUNTANT

Ing non-profit organization r~
Mgbr:faJ.a~bl.t;~f~~1~% i~i
ronn asi1:rs1
lll)erience Is required tor this chalng pasltlon. Must be familiar with
al accounting & analvsis prec,ara, ~alarv uP to S13,000 based on ex-

~~~~:r~,= ;~~::',:\:

knowl of EFTS
very systems, nowl of EFTS
availability &
--! , etc.; strong

1e introduction
~o;k~er~s of operat1n"edn~~t ~g~:
struction, system design, s~aff training,
etc.
Salary commensurate with exp; liberal
bnfts program.
Please send resume in confidence to :

Z6044 TIMES
An Equal Oppartunily Employer m/1

BANKING
Maior NYC Savings Bank seeks :

Full Charge UP lo and including G/
Musi have exp w/ Notes receivable an
payable. Excellent working cond. Je
~r2~n~p desired, not necessa

BOOKKEEPER A/ R

Nal'I garment ctr imPOrter & distrl
Exp w/computerlzed AIR & research
customer deductions. Collection
charge backs( light A/ P & bank rec
~~,,~1tro ler, Rm 301, 350 5th A

ing RP<.; 11 programs. Excel oPPTV ror a

dynamic lndiv. Interested In partiepatlon In management. Salarv OPen . F"II
range of benefits. Call Mr. Carmin L.
Spinelli, 201 -382-1 700

Computer Operators
1YREXP360/ 30/ 40
3-4DAYWEEK

COLLECTOR

With eXPerlence, but will triln.
Salarv ~ri ~~Mr. Looan

COLLECTO~S

MR. CESAR ISLA

564-5360 ex 325

COMPUTER OPERATOR
1i~a~~f~ffos:'~~ s'i'~t~if
~~1:/.
accounti':/1 functions, payroll & relaled

Long establ Ished agency. Good
ogportunltv for the riaht people.
Call92Hl650

f~r~,~w '1Nl-l57~.c location. Call for
COMPUTER

COLLECTOR M/F

CODING CLERKS

Knowledoe of cash posting; adlustoriented. One block Penn
men ; follow-ups; Mr. Berg, 68-4-1279 F/T-detall
Station. Good Salarv-Excell benefits.
73(,.8565
Call Mr. David
COLLECTOR
,xpd bl-lingual prtd 'Good salarv & be- CONSTRUCTION
nefits. Brol!X loca. 292-7900
ESTIMATOR
Fee Paid agency
College Grads
r;i;:.,.conlracto~;~\~~sst'~J
$200 yrs of 0eXP In
Psychiatric Clinic
atino interior
work. Must
assist psvchol~lsts ot this private fa- comm' I " ALTE
~ t . :'i:"1~f~~~i!,.,'fngappts, work ~u~fP:~br:
lob
$150 ~o~its:'1~1~n~:~xr.:i1~~~hl
Rsch AnalystTrainee
/ Radio rec, flrm,learn all about
0,~~J~~!u~~\i:Q\Jalloldcast resrch,promotable-aller 3
Z6422 TIMES
"
month training salarv Increase...

~t,~:;

:::naa \t,,fpi~~fv

ff:J~Yt sfi:~:!

ses of accounting. Including, financi al

statement preparation, inventory In of•
fice supervision, Salary to SJ0,000. Re-ply to: Z6370TIMES

CONTROLLER-ASST.

EXP'DAPPAREL INDUSTRY
With Knowledge of
Procedures.
Cost s
I s~ri"~:~f.'ion
Clogf~ina
BOXC 851 TIMES

CONTROLLER-BOOKKEEPER ·

t~i~"f~-Modern qual lab [n Queens.
I need a top notch EXPER IENCED asst
for my Flatbush office. Hrs are MonThurs, 9AM-6PM. Sal oPen. 253--4590

DENTAL ASST

P/T

H

fi~~~~nW~~. 1 1a:!t.Ji'Ca 1:\i~
Fresh Mdws ofc. Car pref. 969-9200

DENTAL RECEPT/ASST

Midtown 5th Ave office. EXPerienced
:~f;:g,e~~!~:rv ~:'.f'~~2}gl1i~ r:~~n3i~ntrivJ,ii1~ Call be-

CONSTRUCTION SUPER
Young company seeksexp'd
interior construction super
Call 42: "' '
CONVEI
COORDI

~n~?gimr:11

MANAGER

l~1~rriti~ ffae~tl eb~~~ ~~1ire~ra

growing co. 201 858-2500 Bayonne NJ

DENTAL ASSISTANT

DENTAL OFC MGR

Qualifi ed pe,:son with extensive exp for
busy multi staff Madison Ave practice.
Sal open, bnffs. 752-1664

ELECTRONICS
CCTV/VIDEO
TECHNICIAN

DISTRIBUTION OF FLYERS-Call
Jn-,934 Mon-Fri belw 9-12AM

DRAFTSMEN/W

(212) 599-3050

..

ELECTRONIC TECH

~\'f~~~\~~e91J~J~~i'ocrensur

Analog Test etc Tool $16/ hr
Wire Assemble etc $12/ hr

ii~~;',\\'f ts,~metal co. Must r

Lfim

i~~/;

..,,~~'w~
r.~f~o'
lltv to moti vate oth,

-

sumes to : North An
dents Network, Rm
NY 10010

co~

3UAGE

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN

1~

o'i'~~i~'a'l~~nn•i1~

CONSTRUCT SUPERVISOR

,~el

f.''1,';~t1.J:a~1r.,nJri

~Wi!:

':.f.~i~

COLLEGE GRAD

CONSTRUCTION

Lathers & plasterers. Tampa Bay, Fla.
ino brloht lnlelllgent very awesEXPerienced. Eliason & Knuth
• lndivlooal to market a prOduct & Drvwall,lnc. 813-756-1808.
ice to the exPandlno direct .re-

area.

Metzger

!k

fi~ooo.

Exec.Secy/Personal Ass't.

Working for V.P. of corp div. Must h
~ skiils,lnlllatlvt & lmavlnat
111~ ~u=1,;.~~~
contacts. Min 5 yrs exP w/lnt' I co.
open . Co benefits.
TITAN,m3rdAveU8th St)

ct~"frn~~.rl~

Growth sr,ot, pressure, varl
\r~s;~T~l~~aie'ed
skills,. sal req'd: Ethel
Cl:od,
1107 Bway, NY NY 10010

:.Wc~~~ci~·
Tta~~!'
eting Dec,ts. of

Manufacturer. Mu
of assiQn
EXP'd In alterations & modernization to variety
pressure, take dir
~ff'~til:ts.::;tM,~~ ~~:~! ,ng hrs. can be adi
·
NN2n TIMES
flt personal needs.
nitv with Corn
CONSTRUCTION
Package. Send R
QU lrements to :
SUPERINTENDENT
DONALD BLAKE, ADV MGR
salary open , Call/
CONSTRUCTION
Ail around help for conslruction office.
Person Interested In g:;owlng in confi~~ction fields. Must . ave Tra~J8o

Marcia

tti'ri~~p.

,:r.:i'~r~

EXECUTIVE SECY
Pl:~~=-

rr.rsl\'rs~~/J'.

ellts. Call
2>6n-6760.

EXEC SECY-SALES ASST

who- will be responsible tor fabrication Position requires excel skills &
~ ish, r,olse, defai't oro.nizatlon, I
~g~ra1:rt~J0
el=~~&'ein
sot:1~
leases as assrto regional m
store
0~iicT,.t;,t~~~ 1~1~itii~als
leasing ,director. Opportunity for b
tal & analog clrcuifrv. Microprocessor ness person fo learn store leasing. H
eXIJel'ience desirable. Please send re1
IT3:~W°r'~u~!WJ!~ T1
sume & salary,"JAAoi\o~D
EXEC SECY
CN5600
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCER
PR INCETON , N.J.08540
REQUIRES
, Equal Opportunity Employer
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY with m
ELECTRONICS
1sM~\~1st1i:es~l~ ~
BREAK INTO THE
mands of the entertainment busin
Jom~~i~M~Etlcfs~~~1~slr~/,\=e~'?s & =~tl'n'2f1 \',sJir." 1ence req. Sal
resistors. Trouble-shoot & test AC, DC,
~ digital equipment. Compeflllve startEXECUTIVE SECRETARY
ing salaries, & an opporl\Jnitv to become a vifal member of Julie Research 100 yr. old L.I.Citv consumer p rodu
Labs enoineerino team.
;~(;'l~!~
;_~:1~~~ii~a:1~
Call Mrs Scott 24~n7
le~t~s~~~1m per~~~N.tvsaf
Call Ms. Kanc:i tor lntervie
21z-361-9190
& test of electronic & electromechanical

~f!.i~111-%a~h1:'Ag~".°

P=' ~'e~~
~~:lf:li1.
eel but not essential. Excel ~larv +

J/:1:r

SDI

SUPT PROJECT MGR

PERSONNEL

ESTIMATOR

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Cal I and send resume to Systems Do,
Iumentatlon Inc., C:Onlract T~hnlcai Dynamic . prestigious, non-partl
nlf~55 CaubJ:i~
mnCJ922$81:1atn SI, Fl
P1vet8~~1ffi~~i;;,u,r
elude the abllltv to handle a myriad
administrative details effectively
QUickly and be hiohly dedicated.Pol
t al eXI). a must
Submltresur;i;.:wMg req'mts to

COLLEGEGRAD
11;:J~1fh'5.:.:l:r' i°.:".3 l~~'ou~l:
or flnanci to w~ in claims & anat~~ r~fs
sltlon leading to advancement for the
ght person. Salary commensurate
Ith exwlence. Full benefits package.
resume to Z3995 TI MES

ESTIMATOR CONCRETE)

CONTRACT ASSIGNMENTS IN
W6STCHESTER

EDITORIAL STAFF

~ •Ji,

1~~~-

ESTIMATOR

~;~ \ ~~t.

:~ Jlhi~~a~~.1
Growing No N.J. - a l contractor 24 top execs of m
Some special brea
EDEN
1
meeting arran
~:i:~it~f~a~n~r~o/ ~s
general conslruction &/or conslruction
Excellent co. bene
mgmt. Excel sal & oppty, Z3305 TIMES spond in confiden
CONSTRUCTI ON
nimu
2Wf!\,MJ
Paid
Fee
All
OLLEGE GRADS
MARKET'G SERVICES $9-10,000
SUPERINTENDENT
Top midtn mfr .Smart lndiv w/gd
typing.
. PROJECT MANAGER
EXl>d in conslruction of ail phases of
TV QU IZSHOW SB.500
Top producer.Lrn all phases.TVPing.
~i:-Ng~•~~~!1re ~$'1~ Reply po
I
An Equal Opportunity EmPIO¥er
T.V. NETWORK$9,000
Non1)1'ofit educat'I pro,m.TYPino.
CONSTRUCTION
Long estab No. Jersey Gen' I Conlractor
SOCIALSERV DIRSB,700
non1)1'olit orgn seeks smart tVPlst.
has ~ lngs for EXl>edlterf PurchasinR
~~~~I IJ~Jt~d
~~: (mJt'l'f
AIRLINES $190
resume Z6025 TIMES
l~rNv~;i,,~a;&~1
CONSTRUCT ION

~lJ"f.!

hi;'f io~~~J~eW~c~st~"t~~~, 1s:k

s,larv requirements to P.0 . Box 39,
nil wortll, N.J. 07033
~~~1d;~ : r~ ltru~:,
clan. Prime responsibllltv ta repair viESTIMATOR
deo lape recorders. Salarv commensur- for gen' I conlractor. EXl>d all fVlles
ate with exp, & abilitv. Call GBC CCTV construction. lnduslrlal & com
·
Corp. Service Mgr. 212-989-4133.
bldos. 516-931-6737 aft 4:30 pm

STRUCTURAL

BRIDGES/SUBWAYS/TEMP.
STRUCTURES OR SIMILAR EXPERIENCE . NYCLOC.
SPECIAL PROJECT/
TEMPORARY ASSIGNMENT
CALL : MGR ENG PROJ

comm'I firms, pu!

Exec Dii
2i"'

CONSTRUCTION

$185
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WASCOMAT OF AMERICA
"61 DOUGHTY BLVD
INWOOD,NY 11696

COPYWRITER

Midtown Life Insurance Co. seeks
a direct mail copywriter to help
lead the revolution in Life insurance. Your copy will sell millions
of dollars in benefits. Direct mark•
~!~Pthe~/:~~ :x~i~c}1~~1:
l~lu~t nu0.1,r~r:Ja1;.Ja1
company paid benefits. Send resalary historv to Z6052

:~r,:,,1

l%!lh&

ELECTRONICS ENGINEER
CIRCUIT DESIGNER

Plainview, L.I. firm needs circuit designer expd with bldo RF POWer amps,
r~e~rr"c'ir1s~n1~1:-.au
tit,ve salary. 516-349-9210

M\l',~,."t~~

DENTAL BOOKKEEPER-PIT, eXPerienced insurance medicald forms w
sentlal. Modern No Bronx ofc.547-4062
DENTAU\SSISTANT F/T
~~.1 J1al':.n~.s~\!~XP'd. MidDENTAL ASST.
EXP-I handed. Fn.
DENTAL ASST-FULL/PART TIME
E:rit:JC.'~fm'~Y~ec, pleas midtn ofc
DENTAL Secy, busy oral surgeon OXI)
11 ce,
F';l~~~'c.W 1

::r.':\'.rs~\l\
~";;,~°l'hte1

f~•:i

Dental Asst-Exp'd Only in
crown & bridge. E 70s., dvs. UN-1-7950

Medall ion Tax -F/ PT. All benefits.
Hack lie In 3 days. Over 22years.

REGO/ STAN 786-5811

,s-16 Vernon Blvd, LIC
t~ri~~hFf~~~fflr/ stop

fr~':i'i' 1l'i:~~

DRIVERS

Midtown electrical contracting
firm. Min 5 yrs exp. Soles helpN.J. Resident Required
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s they left the classroom after a
grueling hour and a half exam , Rex
bluntly asked Jack for an explanation of the
disease that seemed to be infecting half of
the student population at UNH. Jack roared
with laughter, unable to stop long enough to
explain himself to the befuddled Rex . As he
composed himself, he explained that
senioritis was not a sickness but rather a
name for the laziness that occurs in seniors
who are in the final days of formal
education, an explanation that stirred
confusion and embarassment in the little
bookworm .
" You are not dying then? " he asked.
"Hardly."
And they both enjoyed a good laugh and
headed downtown for a beer to celebrate
the end of another exam. This time,
however, Rex was not to be a spectator. He
wanted to find out for himself what the
attraction of beer and partying was to Jack.
They stopped at the Wildcat where Jack
ordered a bottle of Heineken. Pouring some
of the brew into the bottlecap, he placed it
on the table where Rex could get at it. Rex
looked at the liquid, sniffed it, and finally
took a drink.
"The bubbles are rather enchanting," he
said with a slight hiccup, and continued to
drink until the bottlecap was completely

empty, whereupon Jack gladly refilled it.
Rex slurped down several more and Jack
bought another bottle. He raised it in a toast
to his friend, thanking him for the scholastic
aid. Rex, in return, toasted Jack as an
exceptional student, a compliment he would
not have extended at a more sober moment.
For three hours, they sat, toasting one
another and every person who stumbled
into the place . They toasted professors,
exams, college, football, pizza, frisbee, and
they even toasted toasts. Meanwhile, the
sun was setting and the night owls were
beginning to stroll in. Jack and Rex slurped
the rest of their beers and left, leaving
behind a table cluttered with an array of
empty beer bottles.
Jack shuffled along Main Street with Rex
bobbing along on his shoulder. They made
it back to the dorm, falling down only twice.
Jack opened the door to his room and
headed straight for the bed. Rex crawled to
the desk where he passed out in the pencil
holder.
In the morning, Rex understood the
moaning and grumbling that came from
Jack the previous morning. He carefully
slithered out of the pencil holder, making
sure not to disturb anything that might
create even the smallest sound. Jack was
still snoring loudly, too loud for Rex's

pained head. So he shuffled outside to
catch some fresh air.
On the front steps of the dorm , he
bumped into another worm, slightly smaller
than Rex, but of the same odd green color.
"Excuse me," said the stranger, " but I am
a bookworm. That is, I would like to be one . I
was wondering if you could direct me to
where I might find some help in this matter. I
understand there is a metaphysics lecture
this evening. Perhaps you could direct me to
the correct building?"
"Did you say 'bookworm ' ?" asked Rex,
rubbing his temples.
The little worm nodded . Rex put his arm
around the youngster and pulled him aside.
" Listen to me, kid," he said, waving a fat
little finger at him, " don't bother with that
junk. There 's a concert tonight in Snively
Arena and I heard the group is pretty decent.
That's where you should be hanging out.
Why don 't you and I go downtown for a beer
and talk about it. I'll give you a few pointers .
This is UNH, kid. You don 't have to worry
about booking it around here."
Arm in arm, they headed for the nearest
drinking establishment. " What's your name,
kid? " asked Rex.
"Poindexter, sir. "
"Yeah, right. Well , we 'll have to work on
that, won 't we? "
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lifetime of booze, drugs, and
general
vice, frequently using
alike as the " father of gonzo
tongue to take a few
his
acid
journalism," Dr. Hunter S.
jabs
at
politics
and politicians,
Thompson spoke to a group of
including
New
Hampshire's
own
800 people in his typically casual
Meld
rim
Thomson,
no
relation
to
manner. Author of three books,
the
snide
speaker,
who
including Fear and Loathing in
describes himself as "one of the
Las Vegas, and the inspiration
nation's most notorious drug
for cartoonist Garry Trudeau's
abusers."
drugged-up character, Dr. Duke,
Thompson spoke about his

Known to foes and fans
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One of MUSO's more
spectacular events was Mark
Lane's appearance in the
Granite State Room February 6.
Lane, the attorney for Jim Jones
and the People's Temple in
Guyana, was an eyewitness to
the mass murder/suicide that
occurred there in November,

1979.
The emotion of Lane's appearance was complicated by a
series of articles in the conservative Manchester Union Leader.
In addition, University trustees

NICK NOVICK
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were outraged , bomb threats to
University buildings were called
in , and MUSO was publicly
criticized by UNH President
Eugene Mills.
The entire event, including a lecture, a question/answer session,
and a press conference , lasted
nearly five hours and was attended by more than 750 interested listeners, in addition to
those viewing the scene via
STVN simulcast in the Strafford
Room .
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The image of the sixties'

only the obscene names.
Jerry Rubin is still a revolurevolutionary is of a young,
ti onary, and he came to UNH to
long-haired , college-educated ,
show it. He came to tell the stusloppy, and somewhat
mind-altered person who spends dents what happened a decade
his time carrying picket signs at ago when he was inciting riots
and burning ROTC buildings.
rallies and saying dirty things
about the " establishment." Well , Rubin talked about what went
wrong with the " Movement" and
that was Jerry Rubin ten years
ago , during that heated period. why the eighties would be differHe has since traded in his Yip pie ent. The seventies, he said , was a
period of rest when the people
garb for a more conventional
could reflect on the past events
style of dress. He remains less
and nurture strength for the
than complimentary of the
coming decade.
establishment, having dropped
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Speaking to a full house in
the Granite State Room , Simon
Wiesenthal, founder and head of
the Jewish documentation
center, warned that World War II
made Nazi crimes possible but
not excusable. Wiesenthal stressed the presence of a Nazi prob-

After a two-year absence,
comedian/activist/author Dick
Gregory returned to the UNH
campus to give a speech, sponsored by MUSO. Using his caustic wit, Gregory lambasted the
United States government,

reaching back into the sixties to
cite examples of governmental
manipulation and political
"coincidences." After a two and
a half hour talk, peppered with
sarcasm, Gregory parted, accompanied by a vigorous standing ovation.

lem in the United States today,
adding that Nazis living in
America are involved in expensive distribution of propaganda
throughout the United States
and other countries. In spite of
his thick accent, Wiesenthal's
message came through loud and
clear.
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Old hands,
both of us,
at consciousness-raising sessions,
at organizing, and at our respective crafts,
and old acquaintances we've both returned,
not having really left, to this:
You paint my portrait
while I sit for you,
writing a poem in my head
about your painting me writing .
Old hands, both of us,
we cannot help but try
to raise each other's consciousness,
reorganize each other.
From "Portrait of the Artist As Two Young
Women" by Robin Morgan
LORI MINTER

Twyla Tharp is the imaginative
choreographer of a flamboyant style of
dance, and her troupe, the Twyla Tharp
Dance Company, came to Johnson Theatre
to exhibit this arm-flapping, finger-snapping
yet wordless form of expression. They
moved around the stage, rolling their heads
and hips, leaping about while executing
intricate steps. Their style represents
modern ballet, although less delicate, and
commanded the ability to coordinate every
movement. Whether there were two or all
five dancers involved, every step or shuffle,
hop, spin or wrist movement was in perfect
synchronization, to the delight of a packed
audience.
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Pilobolus is unlike any
other dance troupe, combining
theatrics, dance, and bits of
humor. The result is a
synchronized pattern of bodies
working together, flowing,
twisting , gliding across the
stage. Brought to UNH by the
Saul 0. Sidore Celebrity Series,
Pilobolus performed a menage
of acrobatic dancing revolving
around themes such as
springtime, mischievous revelry,
and a humorous tribute to an
adolescent's ascent to maturity.
The audience was hypnotized by
the graceful movement of bodies
and legs entwined , forming
chairs or multi-legged crawling
insects. And when the stage
emptied and the show was over,
UNH has a new definition for the
word, "dance."
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In medieval times, religion was ev-
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erything to the people. It was their life, their
sustenance and even their entertainment.
The Waverly Consort brought with them an
assortment of thirteenth century Spanish
songs, playing them on the original instruments, while dressed in medieval garb.
Sung in the same Spanish as they were written in, the songs told of miracles, saints, and
salvation, strange fare for a twentieth century audience. But the melodies even today
retain a simple beauty and the lyrics still reflect the honesty and faith of the people who
went on to conquer most of the New World .
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Another art form with firm roots in a

they were playing roots, the kind of roots
religious heritage graced the Field House in that go deep down. The tapping feet, the
March. The Dixieland sound of the Preserva- swaying heads, and the smiling faces were
tion Hall Jazz Band could barely be heard in ample proof of the kind of life that has
that cavernous place, but the music and the sprung forth from these roots. And when
rhythm took firm hold of the enthusiastic
those men climbed down from the stage and
audience. The grey-haired, pot-bellied black marched in a pied piper fashion to the camen played notes that could have come
dence of "The Saints Go Marching In,"
from no place but the deep Southern soul
everybody marched with them, like happy
that is the mother of the music we loosely
children - happy to be in that number,
term jazz today. They weren't playing music, when the saints go marching in .
• • r11 ~ ·· "' •J::.~ ").•:f. ~;- _fl.
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The cast of Pippin
chimes, " we 've got :-nagic to do"
and that is exactly what they do.
Under the direction of Carol A.
Lucha, artistic director, and Jean
Mattox, choreographer, the
musical comedy students turned
Johnson Theatre into a musical ,
colorful, and bright Roman
Empire of 780 AD. To the history
student, adjectives such as
dreary, autocratic, and bellicose
more clearly describe the times
during King Charlemagne 's
reign . However, the spectator

j

1

must remember, the musical
Pippin by Roger 0. Hiron and
Stephen Schwartz is a theatrical
production based loosely, at
times very loosely, on the life of
Pepin, Charlemagne's oldest
son.
In order to create this
theatrical world of make-believe,
many miracles mixed with a little
magic were performed by the
fifteen actors and the hundred
odd " friendly ghosts ", otherwise
known as the directors,
orchestra, production and
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technical staffs. The
behind-the-scenes crews are
often forgotten by the
audiences, but let just one little
miracle falter and see what
happens to the show. It was the
stage manager, not the actor,
who was responsible for Otto's

transition from scene to scene
which is necessary to captivate
an audience. Yes, the UNH
production of Pippin had
obviously reached this level of
cooperation by show time but
that is not to say there were no
adjustments to be made,

Otto almost decapitated himself
when he got his neck caught in
the bars of his cage. Granny's
voice kept fading in and out as
the technical crew worked on
the wiring. However, most of the
bugs were worked out before
opening night.

(Thea's duck) debut. There can't problems to be solved, or
Casting in September began
be a job harder than making sure differences of opinion to be
the arduous task of the making of
a duck makes an entrance
aired beforehand.
a musical. Since production
without raising a feather or
Even at dress rehearsal, there costs have soared, current
quacking out of turn.
were changes and corrections
Broadway musicals are geared
A mutual cooperation must be made. At practices, it was
toward performers who display
maintained between actors and passable if Michael Turner said talents in three areas - singing,
production staffs before and
"toilet paper" instead of "tissue dancing, and acting (described
during the actual performances paper" but this mistake could
by choreographer as triple threat
in order to achieve the smooth
not be made on opening night. performers). Thus, for the

University's production of
Pippin , it was necessary for
director Lucha and
choreographer Mattox to find
students who could carry a tune ,
dance with a left foot AND a right
foot, and portray characters
other than themselves. Fifteen
" triple threat" performers were
chosen from the Theatre
department's Musical Comedy
course who danced, sang, and
acted their way to qualify for the
American College Theatre
Festival XI, presented by The
John F. Kennedy Center for the
Performing Arts Alliance for Arts
Education .
In order to add energy and a
new dimension to the
production, director Lucha
decided to divide the role of the
lead player between two
highly-skilled performers:
Michael Turner and Brain
Sutherland. Turner and
Sutherland complemented one
another in song and dance ,
enabling the show to flow from
one scene to the next; moreover,
each was able to retain his
individual qualities as
performers which contributed to
the show's success. In the song
" Glory" , Brian performed with
the f l uidity of a ballet dancer and
sang with enough power to
proclaim the birth of a new
Savior. Michael, conversely, did
a modern dance routine while
singing to the beat with a
punctuality that most clocks
couldn 't keep.
Again, these performances

weren't achieved by miracles but
by a lot of hard work and
determiniation . Since the
Johnson Theatre stage was
being occupied by the cast of
Scapino (a farce by Frank
Dunlop and Jim Dale which was
the first play in the 1978-79
subscription series) until the end
of October, the Pippin cast
rehearsed in shifts in the
Hennessy Theatre. While the
players were rehearsing a dance
sequence, the leads would
practice lines in stairwells,
hallways, and any other open
space. One afternoon during a
dance rehearsal, Pippin (Scott
Evrard) was needed in order to
practice the opening number but
he couldn 't be found - he was
rehearsing lines with a lead in a
hallway.
These inconveniences of
rehearsing in cramped quarters
without a full cast didn 't seem to
have an effect on Scott Evrard
who played Pippin with
capriciousness and realistic
naivete. With his bent shoulders
and childish pout, the audience
was totally convinced that
Pippin was indeed searching for
the meaning of life.
In the recurring song of the
production, Pippin professes,
"got to find my corner of the
sky. " In order to find his place in
life, Pippin decides that he will
go to war with his father during
the next campaign. Much to the
chagrin of Charlemagne,
Pippin's father, played by Archie
Iodice, Pippin doesn't agree with

his view of war as a science.
Unaware of the true dangers of
war since he has been away at
school, Pippin sings with
enthusiasm his song of
conquest.
Pippin didn 't find his " corner"
at war; thus, there was about
another hour and a half of
attempts to follow . Pippin
became disillusioned with his
father's autocratic rule which
caused so much misery so he
decided to take his throne . In
order to rule the Roman Empire,
Pippin had to plot against his
father and kill him. After his gain
of power, Pippin realized that he
could not rule without force so
he wished that his father were
still alive. Theatrical miracles
never cease to amaze an
audience and Charlemagne was
restored to life and to power.
Pippin apologized to
Charlemagne for killing him, to
which the king nonchalantly
replied , " just don 't let it happen
again. "
At the end of the musical,
Pippin finds his " corner of the
sky" when he falls in love. At
first, he tries to fight off this love
for Catherine (Suzanne
Cornelius) and her daughter
Thea (Kimberly D. Scamman),
thinking it to be ordinary for
someone as extraordinary as
himself. During an unmusical
finale, Pippin realized that the
extraordinary parts of himself
are related to the magic of the
brightly-colored costumes,
scenery, props, and song. He
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became ordinary when the stage
lights were turned on, the
scenery emptied from the stage,
and he was stripped of his
costume. Making the circle
complete, the cast and crew of
the production Pippin began
and ended with an empty stage.
From the invitation to join the
performers for an evening of
entertainment, to the audience
sing-a-long led by Pippin's
grandmother Bertha (Deborah
Fairclough), to the standing
ovation after each performance,
the cast and crew worked
together to create MAGIC.

ROCKY SIMONE

CHRIS KENT
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From a high perch on his
stool, the star of the show peered
through tired eyes over the large
crowd in the Granite State Room
and remarked with his famous slow,
" well , well, well . . . must be Halloween , Huh?" An adoring group of
Coneheads, ghouls, witches and
Martians had shown up at MUSO's
Halloween Costume Concert to be
entertained by the Father of Soul
himself, Muddy Waters. At 63,
Muddy is still performing his halfmellow blues, half-boogie tunes. Siting in front of a five-piece band , he
treated the audience to some soulful
guitar and verse. There were times
when he 'd rally though , to stomp across the stage exhibiting expertise
and cool by wailing with his harmonica in songs like " Kansas City"
and " I'm Ready", that made him so
well-known . His warm round face ,
bright smile , and that deep , rich
voice make him easily recognizable
to fans as a legend in the world of
heavy Rhythm and Blues.
LORI MINTER
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His fingers danced over the strings
of his guitar, gently finding chords (he
professes to knowing 180 of them) and
creating top-notch jazz sounds. Joe Pass
combined his musical talent with a light,
lively touch to give his audience an evening
of fine jazz. In a solo performance,
sponsored by MUSO, Pass offered a tour of

the finest jazz tunes by such greats as John
Coltrane and Duke Ellington. His
interpretation of the classic composition,
"Satin Doll", was a highlight of the night.
His music spun a web around all within
hearing distance and his talent and
incomparable style left a permanent
impression on the jazzed-up crowd.
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It was Lowell George Night
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at the Field House when Little
Feat and special guests , the Kaz
Fuller Band came to play. There
is something about a slide guitar
that is especially suited to
driving concert crowds to mad
frenzies, and Mr. George did just
that to the UNH crowd. The
"Feats" were hardly three songs
into the three-hour set when the
bleacher folks decided to
become standers in the aisles.
The fire officials were
overwhelmed by the boogie-mad
audience, and the band helpfully
increased the funk factor to
ensure a maximum rock-out. It's
no little feat to keep a Durham
assemblage on it's feet for an
entire show, as many lesser acts
have discovered, but Lowell and
company did it with their sailing
shoes on. It must be said that
"Feats" did not fail us on that
October night.

The Glenn Phillips Band
made an attempt at readying the
near capacity crowd for the main
attraction, but when Patti Smith
appeared to a rock version of
"The Star Spangled Banner"
and an ascending American flag,
the sedate audience came alive,
springing to their feet and
rushing to the stage.
Smith wove her hypnotic magic
over the enamored group,
wavering between boyish and
sensual, gentle and frenzied.
She disappeared briefly,
emerging only a few minutes
later staging a mock seduction
scenario of lead guitarist Lenny
Kaye . She reached into her three
previous albums and mixed in a
few new cuts to give every
concert-goer just what he paid
for, an evening of feverish
energy from "precocious" Patti.
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He strutted onstage looking like an
advertisement from Gentleman 's Quarterly,
stopped in front of the microphone and
gazed out at the audience in a packed Granite State Room. Cocking his head slightly
to one side and speaking with a nasal drawl,
he began spinning a few tales of his childhood days in Carolina. Feeling relaxed,
Livingston Taylor then removed his suitcoat
and got down to business, making music .
Liv performed some familiar tunes from his
previous albums, including a jazzed-up version of the classic, " Over the Rainbow," and
some cuts from his newest album .
Moving smoothly from the guitar to the
piano to the banjo, with his dry Southern
humor thrown in for spice, Liv brought some
semi-kicking, semi-mellow entertainment to
those diligent ones who weathered the
snowstorm outside.

In a worn tattersal
button-down shirt and faded
jeans, Leo Kottke enchanted 800
observers in the Granite State
Room of the MUB. His unique
sounds were produced by the
excellent comb ination of
Kottke's talent and his
custom-built twelve-string
guitar. Kottke played an hour
and a half set, displaying his skill
through a variety of styles from
bluegrass to country and
western to classical, each
executed in a fine Kottke
fashion.
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He was a "spirit in the night .. .
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all night," - and that was no lie! Bruce
Springsteen , with his dynam ic voice and
superb showmanship , proved true to
those words by bringing some of the
year's best sounds to the Field House. In
a rock and roll concert of superb qual ity,
Springsteen and his E Street Band
performed nearly every song they had
ever produced, including a new,
unrealeased tune " Point Blank. " Their
style of music, inspired by their urban
youth experience, was colorful and
tough , making every song relevant to our
times.
Appearing rather conservative in a black
coat, tie and slacks when he came out
on stage , Springsteen had a surprise
coming to his fans. He seemed to be
aware of the audience 's readiness to
rally but made the first half of the
concert a warm-up. Encouraging the
full-house audience to sing along, if they
could stop cheering long enough ,
" Spirit in the Night" prepared them for
bigger and better things.
The second set brought the Band back,
refreshed and yearning to perform at
maximum capacity. Clarence " Nick"
Clemmons, dazzling in his pearly white

tuxedo, stirred a commotion with his
popular saxophone , making
magic-music either solo at the edge of
the stage or in synchronization with
Bruce and his guitar licks. At one point,
Springsteen leaped into the crowd to
sing . Everyone including Springsteen
was in a frenzy. This man loves concert
audiences.
Back on stage, after throwing off his
jacket and opening his soaked shirt,
Springsteen cast a lowered gaze to the
back bleachers, snapped his fingers in a
steady, cool rhythm to start off the
famous tune " Fire " .

At the height of the show he was twirling
about, hopping back and forth onstage
Chuck Berry-style , and boogied from
atop his stacked amplifiers, glorified in
the pale blue spotlight.
The final part of the show, was a
concertgoer's dream. The E Street Band
insisted on proving they were no
ordinary rock group. They did not bless
the crowd with just one encore ; and they
did not treat everyone with only two
encores. No! They rocked out by

reappearing three times, the third
reprise being a lengthy medley of
numbers like " Good Golly, Miss Molly ,"
and " Devil With the Blue Dress On. "
Long before the end of the concert, the
Field House lights had been turned on
and there were threats to shut off
'
equipment, as Springsteen challenged
the authorities.
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It was well past 12 a.m. but it was not the Band's fault
Springsteen merely kept asking us when we wanted to stop .
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The Granite State Room is always a
good place to hear a concert because it
seems to contain the sounds without the
distortion. But, after hearing Rick Derringer
and his band , it is possible there is no room
that can hold his brand of rock. It's not that
Derringer was too loud. " Too loud " and
" rock" are contradictory terms and should
not be used in the same sentence .
Derringer's style of rock is so energized , so
powerful , that nothing can prevent it from

escaping and assuming a life of its own .
Volume has something to do with it but what
really makes it go is the players, stretching
the instruments with almost demonic frenzy,
playing louder and harder until they and
everyone within hearing range , were
virtually throbbing with the beat. Rick
Derringer gave his UNH audience an earful
of the hard-driving rock he is accustomed to
playing.
ALL PHOTOS :
DAVE LABIANCA
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As usual, the concert started late and appreciative crowd.
the audience was getting restless. A large
portion of the student body had made a
mass exodus, heading for a protest rally in
Washington, D.C., so the audience was less
than capacity. It looked to be a mild event,
until the Stampers, a Boston-based band,
went to work, sizzling, bringing the
audience to its feet. The group held them a
few feet off the ground, churned out a
strong, foot-stomping set, and headed out
to the po1mding applause of a small but

When Southside Johnny and the Asbury
Jukes slid onto the stage, their spectators
were already hot, still steaming from the
Stampers' performance. S.S. Johnny
grabbed them from the start and took off in
a medley of his best, bringing it around to "I
Don't Want To Go Home." And he couldn't if
he wanted to. The crowd jumped, screamed,
and rushed the stage at Johnny's invitation,
and there they stayed, cajoling the band to
return for two equally powerful encores.

ALL PHOTOS:
DAVE LABIANCA

The Blend used to be a

BOB BAUER
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low-key country and bluegrass
band that played at the outdoor
spring concerts in East-West
Park. Recent fame and bigger
gigs have brought out the rock
and roll animal in them , and they
showed considerable rock talent
at the Winter Carnival concert,
sponsored by MUSO. The
acoustic guitars and the
hard-driving , wailing guitars
were reminiscent of the style of
the Outlaws and Charlie Daniels.
It was good, unpretentious
playing and , though it took
awhile, it got the frost-bitten
Winter Carnival crowd warmed
up, even to the boogie point. The
Blend keeps adding ingredients,
still coming up with a pretty
good recipe .

The Wonderful World of Disney
1979 UNH WinterCarnival

he Wonderful World of Disney
1979 UNH WinterCarnival
February 8~11

Snow
Events

*
,n Monte Carlo

SATURDAY

,., ,.

*

SNOW RACES
CROSS-COUNTRY SKIING .. N H.OUTINCCLUB
SLEIGH RIDES
ICE SKATING PARTY

SUNDAY
··•·Ooc SNOW SCULPTURE JUDGING
.;siuav

SKI TRIP

to WILDCAT •· Nttoor1NGcu:a

ALL PHOTOS :
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"And Then What?" A Final Appearance By Klondike Annie

Y

KAREN BROWN
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ou know the type; you 've
been enduring through seventeen years of schooling (including kinergarten) to become . . .
The JUNIOR EXEC.
The kind who talks figures
about figures with a wife with a
perfect figure who drives an imitation wood-paneled station
wagon trucking his 2.5 kids
(Jimmy, Jr., Susie , and a set of
unnamed legs) around suburbia
in search of their faithful Lab
who would never chew the kids
up even though they just spiked
his Gravy Train with Ex-Lax , but
instead keeps attempting The
Great Escape.
" What are you going to do
with your diploma?" he sniffed
during my interview.
Damned if I was going to ruin
THIS interview with the wrong
body language, hazy career objectives, or just plain belching at
such an absurd question.
I wanted to put my best foot
forward and give him something
substantial to think about, but
instead , desperate for a job, I
sold out.
" Why? " I asked , " do you need
one? "

" No," he said, " but don 't you
have any plans for the immediate future? "
" Yeah . I'm going to take out
the garbage when I get home
from this interview and then I'm
going to pluck my eyebrows ."
" Be serious ."
" I AM. Do you think my eyebrows really look like this? "
He said , " You certainly are
obsessed with the trivial. "
Notice he said "THE trivial"
instead of the more boorish , but
more comprehensib le " trivial
stuff. "
" Don 't you have any goals? "
" Just trivial ones ," I said.
" Which are . . . ?"
" I want your job. And your
paycheck. I intend to use any
and all devious , backstabbing
treadmill tactics. "
" Oh ," he said , " this is quite
unusual. But then what do you
plan to do once you have secured my job? And have 2.5 kids
of your own? And a dog with the
runs? "
"Um. "
" And then what? "
" I'll take out the garbage when
I get home. "

DAVE LABIANCA
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Creative Efforts
Sue Movsesian : p . 38-41 , 149,
253 , 255 (Dick Gregory) , 269 ,
271 , 272 , 277.
Dana Jennings: p. 145, 147, 151,
152, 153, 156.
Melissa Morse: p . 257 , 259 , 268 ,
274.
Barbara Scott : p. 280.

Nancy Carbonneau : p. 116, 118,
121 , 126, 127, 128-131 , 132,
134, 138-143, 144.
Caroline McKee : p. 262-267.

Phil Burke : p. 254 (Jerry Rubin) ,
270 , 276, 278,260 , 261.
Jane Barg: p. 255 (Simon
Wiesenthal) , 273 .
Mark Johnson : p. 254 (Mark
Lane).

Etc.
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caesura
Durham summers are always too brief.
People smile more and the grass and leaves grow
greener.
Worry lines recede and the trauma and urgency of finals
become the easy lope of summer.
Play some tennis, take a class or two, head to the beach
or sleep on the lawn in front of T-Hall where the bell
tolls soft and sweet without the dissonance of the
school year.
Weekends don't bring the driven need to walk into
Scorpio's every Friday afternoon and crawl out, barely
conscious, at last call.
Life slows. The living is easy, no pressures - real or
imagined - to escape from. A casual beer or drink,
relax, talk with friends. Be a real person.
The hectic, noisy rush is quelled. A handful of students
remain. The frats are silent. It is time to evaluate the
year past and plan ahead.
A pause. A breath .

dana jennings
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DAVE LABIANCA

Before I Go
H

eavy sigh. It's all over. The
you find your elusive rhythm
book is finished, and so am stick.
I, at UNH anyway. Time to count
To Vinnie, an indecisive
my blessings and to give thanks
neurotic, what can I say that I
(hold the cranberry sauce,
haven't already said? Like the
please) to my cohorts, compan- Scarecrow, the Tin Man and the
ions, confidants and other
Cowardly Lion, I will miss you
crazies who got me through the very much, but you inhabit the
year.
Emerald City and I keep going
First blessing: Cyndi Pettenback to Kansas, or maybe Ohio.
gill, without whom I might still
Better late than never, my friend.
be sitting in room 125 of the
Some applause, please, for
MUB, staring blurry-eyed at lay- Peggy, who put up with more
out sheets and doing my nails
complaints than I thought was
with liquid paper. Thank you for humanly possible.
the scab warnings, the Ubangi
And God bless Dana, the
barbeque, and my home sweet
Kirkwood of my heart, who save
home.
me from many a blank page.
And Dave and Skent, who pulI especially thank Deb Seider
led me out of a photographic
and the crew out at Boucher
bind and took me on many a trip
Farm for some incoherent and
to the magic kingdom, teng yoo unbusinesslike evenings of
berry berry mudge!!
studying the insides of Jack
To Jon K., my favorite RastaDaniels bottles.
m,,c;ln, many thanks for showing
May I raise my glass in toast to
me the way to the rock, and may Jan Smith, Wendy Stackpole,
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Linda Miller, and the folks at
Hunter Publishing for all their
help? Of course I can, it's my
page.
And to Norm and Margie Benrimo, we all thank you!!!
To WUHN, whose music kept
us company on many a late
night, I send my gratitude.
And Nick (i.e., N2 , Nicky
Babes, Nickels, and Pizza Face),
how come times keep moving
while we stand still?
An extra special thank you to
everyone out there who did not
ask me where the 1978 yearbook
is . . . the few of you that are
left.
And I'd like to thank my
mother and my father and my
whole family for making me
what I am today. Now give me
the damned statue so that I can
get the hell out of here . . .
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